BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OREGON

OF

UM 1546
THREEMILE CANYON WIND I, LLC

)

) MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM STAY

Complainant,
vs.

) AND FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
) AND LEGAL MEMORANDUM IN
) SUPPORT
)

PACIFICORP, dba PACIFIC POWER,
Defendant.

) (REDACTED VERSION)
)
)

I. MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT.!
Threemile Canyon Wind I, LLC ("Threemile Canyon") respectfully moves for
summary judgment in the above-captioned proceeding to fully and finally resolve the

complaint it fied against PacifiCorp nearly three years ago. Threemile Canyon fies this
Motion for Relief from Stay and for Summary Judgment and Legal Memorandum
("Motion") in order to enforce the terms of a letter agreement that the parties entered into
on June 19, 2009 ("Letter Agreement"),2 in which PacifiCorp expressly agreed to
(BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

(END CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
The focus of

this case is narrow. It does not concern any policy judgment or

prospective rulemaking. It involves only the application of Commission-approved

standard contract rates for small Qualifying Facilties ("QF") to a 9.9 MW wind
generation project ("Project") that went online in 2009. (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL
the proceedings in this docket "pending the
Below, Threemile Canyon requests that the stay of
outcome of the first phase of docket DE 235" issued by ruling of October 6, 2011 be lifted.
2 Attached hereto as Confidential Exhibit A.
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(END CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION) The
small QF standard rates applicable in 2009 were adopted by the Commission in 2005,

through Order No. 05-584. The Commission determined in that Order that purchasing
utilities, including PacifiCorp, must pay a standard avoided cost rate consistent with the
rate methodology and standard contract terms approved by the Commission for purchases
of output fi'om eligible QFs of 10 MW or less. Over PacifiCorp's objections, the

Commission expressly ruled that utilities could not deviate from the standard avoided

cost rate to take into account project-specific characteristics of eligible QFs. The
Commission also approved in 2005 PacifiCorp's standard contract for QFs of

this class,

Schedule 37 ofPacifiCorp's Oregon tariff, as consistent with the standard rate
methodology of

Order

No. 05-584.3 As explained in greater detail below, each of

the

parties and the Commission and its Staff all agree that the Schedule 37 rates approved in

Order 05-584 do not allow PacifiCorp to recover third-paity transmission costs from
eligible QFs.

PacifiCorp and Threemile Canyon entered into a Letter Agreement on June 19,

2009. The Letter Agreement is critical because in it PacifiCorp expressly agreed to
(BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

3 The Commission accepted PacifiCorp's Schedule 37 as in compliance with Order 05-584's standard rate
rules in Order 05-899.
4 The Threemile Canyon QF is interconnected to PacifiCorp's system on the 34.5 kV Simtag Feeder
out of

the Dalreed substation in Oregon (the "Dalreed zone."). The Dalreed zone is connected to the rest of
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(END CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

In its Answer to the Complaint and elsewhere, PacifiCorp has asserted that the
Commission's Order No. 05-584 is unlawfuL. PacifiCorp argues that the third-party

transmission costs that it incurs at times to move some power from Threemile Canyon to
elsewhere on PacifiCorp's system forces PacifiCorp to pay above avoided costs with

respect to this Project. (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

(END CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION)

PacifiCorp's collateral attack on the Commission's Order 05-584 lacks merit. To
the contrary, the Commission's approval of standard rates for small QFs is perfectly
consistent with regulations adopted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

("FERC") to implement PURPA. FERC's regulations specifically authorize, in fact
require, states to establish standard rates for QFs with a capacity of 100 KW or less and
expressly authorized states to make those standard rates applicable to projects with a

capacity larger than 100 KW. FERC acknowledges that standard rates reflect average

PacifiCorp's system only by transmission facilities owned by the Bonneville Power Administration
("BP A"). According to PacifiCorp, load in the Dalreed zone is highly variable throughout the year,
fluctuating from a high of 40 MW to a low of2 MW, due to the seasonal use of irrigation systems in the
area. See PacifiCorp's Answer, Defenses, and Counterclaims, at 19 (fied July 25, 20 11) ("PacifiCorp

Answer").
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avoided costs for a class. To establish that a standard rate exceeds avoided costs,
PacifiCorp cannot merely allege that one QF in the eligible class will receive a rate that
exceeds avoided costs; it must show that the Schedule 37 rates developed pursuant to
Order No. 05-584 systematically overcompensate QFs of

this size as a class in order for

the standard rate to be preempted by PURPA. PacifiCorp has not even attempted to make
this argument.
A party cannot be allowed to claim that a standard rate violates PURP A because
the rate does not take into account a specific attribute of a particular QF, 5 otherwise

standard rates contemplated by FERC in its PURP A regulations cannot exist. It is
axiomatic that every project wil have different characteristics. The result of

that is that

every "standard" contract would become an individually negotiated contract, a result that

FERC expressly rejected. For these reasons, described in fuiiher detail below, the
standard rate required to be paid by Order No. 05-584, and embodied in PacifiCorp's
Rate Schedule 37, is consistent with and not preempted by PURPA.

Even ifPacifiCorp's preemption argument could be squared with PURPA and
FERC's implementing regulations, the fact remains that PacifiCorp's argument is in
effect an untimely appeal of

Order No. 05-584. PacifiCorp's belated preemption

argument is time-barred as a matter of law and equity. It is also barred by principles

the standard rate applicable to Threemile Canyon and other
While irrelevant to the lawfulness of
eligible QFs, the Commission should not be misled by PacifiCorp's claim that the payment to Threemile
Canyon exceeds PacifiCorp's avoided costs for that Project. PacifiCorp isolates one specific costtransmission costs - from the savings that result from PacifiCorp's purchases from Threemile Canyon
without considering other Project-specific savings. Thus, PacifiCorp has not even shown that the standard
rate exceeds its avoided costs with respect this paiiicular facility. Nor has PacifiCorp pointed to any
authority that suggests the transmission costs incurred by the purchasing utility once a QF has
interconnected to the purchasing utility's system are appropriately considered in avoided cost calculations.
Nonetheless, the Commission does not need to consider the specific avoided costs associated with
PacifiCorp's purchase of
Threemile Can on's out ut in order to rant summa 'ud ment here. BEGIN
CONFIDENTIAL INORMATION

ION
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established by FERC under PURPA. Notably, Connecticut Light & Power Co.,6 the
FERC case on which PacifiCorp exclusively and mistakenly relies in support of its
PURP A claim,7 held that the appropriate time for a party to challenge a rate under

PURPA is once the rate becomes applicable to that party. In this case, that was way back
in 2005 when the Commission ordered PacifiCorp to enter into the standard contract for
all projects like Threemile Canyon with a capacity of 10 MW or less at rates consistent
with the terms set forth in Order No. 05-584.

PacifiCorp did not appeal Order No. 05-584 in 2005, or ever. Indeed, PacifiCorp
2011, 8 over six years after Order No. 05-584

did not raise this preemption issue until

went into effect and approximately two years after the Letter Agreement with Threemile

Canyon was signed. PacifiCorp's egregiously late challenge has prejudiced Threemile
Canyon, which relied in good faith on the rules established in Order No. 05-584 and the
terms of

the tariff in effect when it entered into the Letter Agreement and short-term

PPA. PacifiCorp's behavior has forced Threemile Canyon to bear the costs of

litigation and deprived it of

years of

the rate certainty that standard rates were meant to achieve.

III. MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM STAY.
Along with its Motion, Threemile Canyon hereby formally requests that the
Commission lift the stay of

this proceeding. Threemile Canyon initially fied the

complaint at issue in this docket on July 1, 2011. By ruling dated October 6, 2011, this
docket was stayed pending the outcome of docket UE 235. The last activity that occurred

in UE 235 was an order by the Commission dated February 1,2012. On September 18,

2012, Threemile Canyon therefore fied a motion seeking to lift the stay. For the reasons
explained below, the administrative law judge ("ALJ") declined to lift the stay pending
70 FERC ~ 61,012 (1995), reconsideration denied, 71 FERC ~ 61,035 (1995), appeal denied sub
nom. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. v. FERC, 1 17 F.3d 1485 (D.C. Cir. 1997) ("Connecticut Light").
7 PacifiCorp Answer at 27,32, and 33.

8 Advice No. 11-011, Docket No. DE 235 (issued June 27, 2011).
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the outcome of

yet another docket, UM 1610. Over Threemile Canyon's objections, the

Commission certified the ALl's decision through Order 12-475.
In Order No. 12-475, the Commission declined to lift the stay because the

third-party transmission costs had also been raised in docket UM 1610, which

question of

is a general QF contracting investigation. In doing so, however, the Commission
expressly stated that the overlapping legal issues would be addressed in Phase I of docket
UM 1610:

Because the third-party transmission cost issue affects other
utilities and QFs, we affrm the decision to address the
issue in docket UM 1610 with input from all affected
both complainant and
parties. To help address the desire of
Pacific Power for an expeditious resolution, we direct the
ALJ to adopt a procedural schedule that includes this issue
in the initial phase of

the case.9

As directed by the Commission in Order No. 12-475, the issue of

third-party transmission

costs was addressed by interested parties in Phase I of docket UM 1610.

The Commission has now issued a final order for Phase I of docket UM 1610. In
Order No. 14-058, the Commission recited the arguments raised by Threemile Canyon

and PacifiCorp. The Commission then held that "we decline to address any issue about
an existing contract that would more properly be addressed in another docket, such as
UM 1546. We also reiterate that the sole purpose of

these proceedings is to consider

prospective revisions to the policies and rules for QF standard contracts."IO The time for

requesting rehearing or reconsideration of Order No. 14-058 has now run. Thus, the sole
reason for continuing the stay of this docket as articulated by the Commission in Order

No. 12-475 - to allow other affected QFs and utilities to weigh in on third-party
transmission costs in Phase I of docket UM 1610 - has now run its course.
10

Order No. 12-475 at 3.
Order
No. 14-058 at 21.
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No issue left to be addressed in Phase II of docket UM 1610 is relevant to the
resolution of

Threemile Canyon's complaint in this docket. As explained herein,

Threemile Canyon seeks only to enforce the terms of the Letter Agreement executed with

PacifiCorp on June 19,2009. (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)_

(END CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION) According to Order No. 14-058, however,

Phase II of docket UM 1610 wil only address the means for implementing "prospective"
changes to Schedule 37. Thus, none of the prospective changes to Schedule 37 that may

or may not be adopted by the Commission in Phase II of docket UM 1610 wil alter
Threemile Canyon's rights, or PacifiCorp's obligations, under the express terms of

the

Letter Agreement.
In light of

the fact that the Commission has now issued a final order for Phase I of

docket UM 1610, and that no issues remaining in Phase II of docket UM 1610 are
directly applicable to this proceeding, Threemile Canyon respectfully requests that the

Commission lift the stay of this UM 1546 docket and enforce the terms of the Letter
Agreement.

iv. BACKGROUND FACTS.
Threemile Canyon developed, owns and operates a 9.9 MW wind generating

facility located in Threemile Canyon, Oregon. The Project is located in PacifiCorp's

service territory and is directly interconnected with PacifiCorp.ll The Project was
completed and reached commercial operation in 2009. Although PacifiCorp admits that

II

PacifiCorp Answer at 1.
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the Project is certified as a QF,12 and does not dispute that the Project is eligible for a

law, for more than five years PacifiCorp

standard long-term PPA under state and federal

has refused to offer Threemile Canyon a standard long-term PPA.

PacifiCorp refuses to offer Threemile Canyon its standard long-term PPA because

the Project is located in PacifiCorp's Dalreed zone, which it characterizes as a "load

pocket" within PacifiCorp's service territory. PacifiCorp alleges that it must acquire
transmission from BP A to move some of the Threemile Canyon output from its Dalreed

zone to the rest of its system when that output exceeds the load in the Dalreed zone.

PacifiCorp refers to this as "excess generation," and contends that it occurs 11 to 15% of
the time.13 PacifiCorp took the position that it would purchase the Project output only if
Threemile Canyon agreed to allow PacifiCorp to curtail the Project when there is excess

generation, or pay for the cost of third-part transmission as needed by PacifiCorp to
export excess generation out of

the Dalreed zone. Threemile Canyon refused

PacifiCorp's demands because neither of

these options was allowed in the standard PPA

approved by the Commission in Order No. 05-584. Instead, Threemile Canyon offered to
sell its energy and capacity on a long-term basis by entering into the standard long-term
PP A at the rates contained in the Commission-approved Rate Schedule 37.

On June 19,2009, PacifiCorp and Threemile Canyon executed a short-term PPA
("Short- Term PPA") to allow time to resolve the dispute concerning "excess generation."

Aside from this item, the Short-Term PPA is identical to PacifiCorp's then-current

standard long-term PPA for small QFs. The Short-Term PPA specifically includes an
Addendum R that sets forth fixed purchase prices for Project output through 2024

("Contract Price"). The Contract Price specified in Addendum R is the same as
PacifiCorp's Schedule 37 avoided cost rates in effect as ofJune 19,2009.

12
13

Statement of Stipulated Facts at P 6.
PacifiCorp Answer at 20.
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(BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)
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(END CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMA TION)

V. PROCEDURAL HISTORY.
On July 1,2011, Threemile Canyon fied a complaint against PacifiCorp in this

docket. Threemile Canyon asserted in its complaint that PacifiCorp was required by state
and federal

law to offer Threemile Canyon a standard long-term PPA. Threemile Canyon

also asserted that PacifiCorp acted unlawfully in proposing to either curtail Project output
the

or require Threemile Canyon to pay for PacifiCorp's transmission costs. In light of

terms of

the Letter Agreement, the core legal question raised by Threemile Canyon in its

complaint is not whether the Commission can allow PacifiCorp to charge transmission
costs to QFs that enter into negotiations for a PPA when and if

the Commission revises

standard contract rates.14 (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

. (END CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

On September 6, 2011, Threemile Canyon and PacifiCorp fied in this docket a
"Statement of Stipulated Facts." The Statement of Stipulated Facts confirms the paliies'
14

II b' .d. . .

Threemile Canyon takes no position in this proceeding as to the Commission's findings and

~I -I~ I ~ . ~ I-le. I~
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mutual agreement that Threemile Canyon is certified as a QF and has fully complied with
all applicable requirements to interconnect the Project and to sell power to PacifiCorp.15

The Statement of Stipulated Facts further demonstrates that Threemile Canyon initially

requested a standard long-term PPA on December 19, 2008 - more than five and half
years ago.16 On January 23,2009, PacifiCorp responded to Threemile Canyon's request
for a standard PPA by notifying Threemile Canyon that PacifiCorp must be allowed to

curtail the Project whenever point-to-point transmission service from BPA is not
available to move excess power out of the load pocket.17 The Statement of Stipulated

Facts further acknowledges the parties' mutual understanding that the then-current
version Schedule 37 did not expressly authorize PacifiCorp to either curtail the Project or
to charge Threemile Canyon for third-party transmission costs. i 8 As the Commission

stated in Order No. 14-058, the present docket is the appropriate venue to consider the

2009 Letter Agreement entered into between PacifiCorp and Threemile Canyon (BEGIN
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

(END CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

VI. LEGAL STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
Threemile Canyon fied this Motion because it is entitled to enforce its rights
under the Letter Agreement and PURP A as a matter of law. Threemile Canyon has
already waited more than five years for a long-term PPA, and almost three years for a
resolution of

this complaint proceeding. There is no need for further delay or litigation of

this issue. The purpose of summary judgment is to "cut off litigation at an early stage,
without subjecting the paiiies to months or years of extensive and expensive litigation,

IS

Statement of Stipulated Facts at P 6.

16

Statement of Stipulated Facts at P 18.

17

Statement of Stipulated Facts at P 20.
Statement of Stipulated Facts at P 21.

18
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where it appears that one of

the parties has no case or defense.,,19

The Commission applies the same standard for summary judgment as do Oregon
courts. According to the Commission's rules, the "Oregon Rules of

Civil Procedure

(ORCP) . . . apply in contested cases and declaratory ruling proceedings unless

inconsistent with these rules, a Commission order, or an Administrative Law Judge (AU)
ruling.,,20 Motions for summary judgment are governed by ORCP 47.21 The
Commission therefore applies ORCP 47 in reviewing motions for summary judgrnent.22

In applying ORCP 47, the Commission should grant summary judgment where, as

here, there is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to a

judgment as a matter oflaw.23 ORCP 47C defines the absence of a genuine issue of
material fact as follows:

No genuine issue as to a material fact exists if, based upon
the record before the court viewed in a manner most
favored to the adverse part, no objectively reasonable

juror could return a verdict for the adverse paiiy on the
matter that is the subject for the motion for summary
judgment.
As explained in greater detail below, there are no issues of material fact for the

Commission to decide in this proceeding. The parties have entered the Statement of

Stipulated Facts. The core legal issue presented requires no fact-finding. The only thing
that the Commission must do here is interpret and apply the plain language of

the Letter

Agreement and the Commission's orders implementing PURPA (BEGIN
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

19

20

Tiedemann v. Radiation Therapy Consultants, Fe, 299 Or 238,245 (1985).

OAR 860-001-0000(1).

21
City of

22
agreement

Portland v. Portland Gen. Elec. Co., Order No. 06-636, (Or PUC Nov 17,2006).

Id (granting PGE's motion for summary judgment and dismissing the complaint where terms of
material fact); In re Metro One
were ambiguous and presented no genuine issue of

Telecomm 'ns, Inc., Order No. 02-126, (Or PUC Feb. 28, 2002) (granting Quest's partial motion for

summary judgment because there was no genuine issue of material fact).
23 ORCP 47; Paschall v. Crisp, 138 Or App 618, 621 (1996).
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(END

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

/ II
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VIII. AT ALL RELEVANT TIMES, SCHEDULE 37 DID NOT ALLOW
PACIFICORP TO RECOVER THIRD-PARTY TRANSMISSION COSTS.
As currently structured in Oregon, PacifiCorp's PURPA avoided cost calculation

for standard contracts excludes transmission costs and benefits. Section 37 of
PacifiCorp's tariff

provides the rates, terms, and conditions governing sales from QFs 10

MW or less to PacifiCorp. On its face, the version of Schedule 37 approved by the
Commission through Order 05-584 does not allow PacifiCorp to recover any third-party

transmission
.. charges.
26
Although PacifiCorp suggests in its Answer and elsewhere that Schedule 37 is

merely "silent" with respect to third-part transmission costs, in fact Order 05-584
expressly rejected the recovery of such costs. In its opening brief in docket UM 1129,

26

these costs as interconnection costs.
Nor do FERC or Oregon regulations allow recoveiy of
PacifiCorp argues in its first counterclaim that "the Commission concludes that QFs must pay for system
upgrades required to mitigate any adverse system impacts resulting from QF interconnection," reflecting "a
policy determination that (consistent with PUR A's ratepayer-neutrality principle) a QF must bear those
costs that are directly associated with its interconnection." PacifiCorp Answer at P 104-105 (citing Order
No. 09-196, at 5, Docket
No. AR 521 (June 8,
No. UM 1401 (April
7, 2010) and Order
No. 10-132, Docket
who must pay for third2009)). Thus, according to PacifiCorp "(aJpplying" this policy "to the question of
party transmission required to move QF output to load, the Commission can and should conclude that QFs
are required to bear such costs." Id at P 107. But the third-paiiy transmission costs at issue here are not

required to interconnect a QF to PacifiCorp's system; and hence are not the type of costs that Oregon
regulations allow a small power producer to be charged. OAR 860-029-0010. FERC also recently
reiterated that the type of interconnection costs that state regulators are allowed to assign are those "directly
related to installation and maintenance of

physical facilities." Pioneer Wind Park 1, LLC, 145 FERC ~

61,215, at n. 73 (2013) ("Pioneer Wind'). PacifiCorp does not and cannot allege that the third-party
transmission costs at issue here fall within this definition.
Threemile Canyon has already interconnected directly to the PacifiCorp system, and PacifiCorp
admits that Threemile Canyon has paid all interconnection costs identified by PacifiCorp in fulL. See
PacifiCorp Answer at 12, P 27. PacifiCorp identified system upgrade costs in the interconnection costs for
which Threemile Canyon was required to pay. The costs it now seeks to impose on Threemile Canyon
were not (because they could not be) identified as interconnection or system upgrade costs in the parties'
Distribution Generator Interconnection Agreement ("DGIA"). Threemile Canyon has fully performed its
obligation to pay for interconnection and system upgrade costs as provided for in the DGIA. PacifiCorp
did not include these costs in the agreement. PacifiCorp cannot be permitted at this late date after the
the
agreement has been executed and all payments have been paid to depali from the terms of
interconnection agreement.
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PacifiCorp urged that the Commission allow the very type of pricing adjustment for
third-party transmission costs that it now seeks to impose on Threemile Canyon:

(U)tilities should be allowed to make adjustments for
project-specific integration costs, where appropriate. For

example, if a 10 MW project is developed in a 5 MW load
pocket, there may be integration costs associated with
location on the Company's
moving the power to a useful
system. Such costs should be borne by the project?7

The Commission flatly rejected PacifiCorp's position. The Commission explained that
"(i)n this order, we establish standard contract rates, terms and conditions that incorporate

suffcient flexibility to address QF project-specific characteristics that we have deemed it
appropriate to address. . . and therefore, deny the request by PacifiCorp for further
flexibility.,,28 The Commission did approve some adjustments (not including the

transmission charges PacifiCorp seeks to impose here) but ultimately agreed with its Staff
that "the characteristics of a specific QF may impose greater or lesser than costs captured
by the standard contract rate, but () that on balance the standard contract rate is deemed to
provide a fair rate to QFs eligible to receive it.,,29

PacifiCorp is fully aware that the reduction in Threemile Canyon's rate that it

seeks to impose is contrary to Order No. 05-584. PacifiCorp's own witness upon cross
examination in docket UM 1610 conceded that the Commission's Order No. 05-584

prohibition against "price adjustments" specifically applies to third-party transmission
costs and precludes PacifiCorp from recovering these costs:

Q. My question was, it was your contemporaneous
understanding that the Commission's prohibition against
"price adjustments" found in Order No. 05-584 specifically
applies to third paiiy transmission costs?
27
28

29

Opening Brief ofPacifiCorp, docket UM 1129 at 11 (fied Dec. 22, 2004).
Order No. 05-584 at 39, docket UM 1129 (May 13,2005).
Order No. 05-584 at 38.
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A. Yes, that was my understanding.3o

In other words, PacifiCorp's own QF contracting manager agrees that the Schedule 37
rates in effect as of June 19, 2009 prohibit PacifiCorp from recovering third-party
transmission costs from Threemile Canyon.

PacifiCorp's own understanding is buttressed by the Commission Staffs
acknowledgment that Order No. 05-584 does not allow the purchasing utility to recover

third-party transmission costs. In its briefing for docket UM 1610, Staff stated that its
recommendation to allow utilities to recover third-party transmission costs going forward
would be a departure from the prior policy established by the Commission in Order No.
05-584. In describing the state of

the law under Order No. 05-584, Staff explained that

"(a)lthough a utility has authority to negotiate an adder for costs of

third-party

transmission for non-standard rates, it does not have authority to compel a QF to
negotiate non-standard avoided cost prices if

that QF is eligible for standard avoided cost

prices.,,31
Finally, the Commission's own February 24,2014 Order

No. 14-058 in docket

UM 1610 made it abundantly clear that it would allow utilities to recover third-party
transmission costs only on a prospective basis. As the Commission stated "( w)e also

reiterate that the sole purpose of these proceedings is to consider prospective revisions to
policies and rules for QF standard contracts,,,32 again confirming that PacifiCorp did not

30

Cross-Examination Hearing at 105, Docket UM 1610. Mr. Griswold's testimony concerning his
understanding of Order No. 05-584 is consistent with an email he authored to a colleague on March 27,
2007. With respect to Threemile Canyon, Mr. Griswold wrote that "(aJs you know, there is a significant
load pocket issue around these projects. Oregon's standard contracts do not provide for any curtailment
rights in the P P A or price arlustments for transmission constraints." Attached hereto as Exhibit B

(emphasis added).
Post-Hearing Memorandum, Docket UM 1610 (filed June 17,2013).
32 Order
No. 14-058 at 21.

31 Staff
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have the right to recover any third-party transmission costs when it entered into the Letter
Agreement with Threemile Canyon in 2009.
Again, the prospective application of

Order No. 14-058 is not at issue here. The

only thing that is at issue here is enforcing the Letter Agreement between the
parties. (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

. (END

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

ix. SCHEDULE 37, AS APPROVED BY THIS COMMISSION IN ORDER NO.
05-584, DID NOT VIOLATE PURPA.
(BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

(END

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION) PacifiCorp asserts it must pay BPA to transmit

power to another portion ofPacifiCorp's system during the hours that a portion of
Threemile Canyon's output exceeds the load in the Dalreed zone. PacifiCorp concludes
that the standard rate must account for this specific characteristic of

33
34

the Threernile

Letter Agreement at 2.
Letter Agreement at 2.
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Canyon Project, and the standard rate must be reduced to remain within PURPA's
directive that the rate paid to a QF not exceed avoided COSt,35

While ostensibly a challenge to the specific rate to be paid Threemile Canyon,

PacifiCorp is in fact challenging the standard rate methodology adopted by the

Commission in Order No. 05-584. PacifiCorp argues that the Commission should declare
that its own decision in Order No. 05-584 violates PURPA's prohibition against rates in
excess of avoided costs because the approved rate was not a reasonable estimate at the

time made of the avoided costs for the class of small QF projects to which the Order

applied.36 But PacifiCorp's overly-simplistic interpretation ofPURPA is wrong as a
matter of law.

35

PacifiCorp has argued in the alternative that it can curtail deliveries of

power from the Project in

such hours. PacifiCorp states in its Answer that it "has sought to have Threemile Canyon agree to pay for
the required 8 MW ofBPA firm point-to-point transmission or agree that PacifiCorp can curtail Threemile
Canyon output without payment when such output will exceed Dalreed load." PacifiCorp Answer at 2. As
described below, Order No. 05-584 does not allow PacifiCorp to deviate from the standard rate and assess
these charges. PacifiCorp also lacks the authority under PURP A to curtail QF output outside limited

circumstances that have not been alleged to exist. FERC recently made clear in Pioneer Wind, an order
also involving PacifiCorp's "refusal to execute a Power Purchase Agreement (PP A) with (Pioneer Wind
Park I, LLC) unless Pioneer Wind agree(d) to allow PacifiCorp to cUliail (the project) ahead of other
generators." 145 FERC ~ 61,215, at P 1. FERC found that this "(i)n addition to the fact that proposed
cUliailment provision is broader than the purchasing utiity's right to cUliail purchases in system
emergencies under section 292.307(b) of
(FERC's) PURPA regulations, and unduly discriminatory, the
proposed curtailment provision, in effect, treats Pioneer Wind as if it were a non-firm transmission
the
customer." Id. at P 38. This Commission granted Threemile Canyon's Motion to Take Notice of
Pioneer Wind ruling in Docket No. UM 1610. As with the QF in Pioneer Wind, PacifiCorp cannot curtail
Threemile Canyon output simply because it would otherwise have to move the output elsewhere and incur
transmission costs.

36 PacifiCorp cannot argue that the Commission may allow PacifiCorp to charge Threemile Canyon

state
for third-part transmission costs outside ofPURPA. PURPA is the exclusive and limited grant of
jurisdiction over QF sales of power at wholesale in interstate commerce. Outside ofPURP A, states are
preempted from regulating wholesale power sales in interstate commerce by the Federal Power Act. See
Consolidated Edison Co. of

New York v. Pub. Servo Comm'n of

State of

New York, 472 N.E. 2d 981 (N.Y.

Ct. App. 1984), appeal dismissed, 470 U.S. 1075 (1985) ("The FPA would also preempt State regulation of
the Federal qualifying facilities in New York except that they are exempted from the FP A under
subdivision (e) of section 210 ofPURPA."); see also Cal. Pub. Uti!. Comm'n, 132 FERC ~61,047, at P 64

(2010) ("The Commission's authority under the FP A includes the exclusive jurisdiction to regulate the
rates, terms and conditions of sales for resale of electric energy in interstate commerce by public utilities.
While Congress has authorized a role for States in setting wholesale rates under PURP A, Congress has not
authorized other oppoliunities for States to set rates for wholesale sales in interstate commerce by public
utilities, or indicated that the Commission's actions or inactions can give States this authority.");
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The Commission's Order No. 05-584 is entirely consistent with PURPA and

FERC's PURPA rules. FERC required states to adopt standard rates for QFs with a
capacity of 100 KW or less and authorized states to apply the rates to larger projects??
The Commission exercised its discretion under PURP A to make the standard rate

applicable to projects with a capacity of 10 MW or less, which includes Threemile

Canyon. FERC required states to adopt standard rates because "standard rates for
purchases can significantly encourage cogeneration and small power production.,,38 In so

doing, FERC recognized that standard rates are based on estimates of avoided costs for
all members of

the eligible class. As such, it explicitly acknowledged that the standard

rate may depart from the avoided cost value provided by any specific project within the

class of QFs eligible to receive the standard rate: "(T)he supply characteristics of a
particular facility may vary in value from the average rates set forth in the utility's
standard rate required by this paragraph.,,39 Nonetheless, FERC specifically recognized

and approved average, rather than individualized rates, to apply to this class of QF
generation:

If (FERC) were to require individualized rates, however,
the transaction costs with administration of the program
would likely render the program uneconomic for this size
of qualifying facility. As a result the Commission wil
require standardized tariffs be implemented. . . .40

Notwithstanding PacifiCorp's claims, there is simply no requirement in PURPA

that a standard QF rate for small projects must exactly match the actual avoided costs for
Connecticut Light, 70 FERC ~61,012, at 61,030 ("Prior to the enactment ofPURPA, states were preempted
from setting public utility wholesale rates in interstate commerce. Likewise, subsequent to the enactment
of PURP A, states had no greater ability to set public utility wholesale rates in interstate commerce.").
37 18 C.F.R 292.304(c)(2014).

38 Order No. 69, FERC Statutes and Regulations, Regulations Preambles I977-1981, ~30,128
(1980),45 Fed. Reg. 12,214 (1980) ("Order
39
Order No. 69 at 30,878.
40 Order No. 69 at 30,878.

No. 69").
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each and every individual project eligible for such rate. In fact, FERC has rejected
claims that estimated rates are unlawful because they are higher than actual avoided costs

in many contexts. For example, FERC explicitly allows QFs to opt for estimated avoided
costs determined at the time that the QF enters into a binding contract with a utility or
otherwise establishes a legally enforceable obligation.41 FERC also has repeatedly
rejected attempts to overturn contracts if

the utility later argues the estimated rate exceeds

actual avoided costs. FERC's regulations permitting contract rates are meant to
"reconcile the requirement that rates for purchases equal the utilities' avoided costs with
the need for (QFs) to be able to enter into contractual commitments based, by necessity,
on estimates of future avoided costS.,,42

Similarly, FERC provided in the preamble to the rules it adopted under PURP A

that state commissions can assess interconnection costs to small QFs "on a class basis."
It also held that "( s )tate regulatory authorities. . . may also determine interconnection

costs for qualifYing facilities with a design capacity of more than 100 kW on either a

class average or individual basis.,,43 These examples show that PURPA does not preempt

state-set rates because a particular project may obtain a class-based rate that departs from
its actual costs. Thus it is illogical, and inconsistent with PURP A, to claim that a small

41

18 C.F.R.§ 292.304(b)(5) ("In the cases in which rates for purchases are based upon estimates of
avoided costs over the specified term of the contract or other legally enforceable obligation, the rates for
the rates for such purchases differ from avoided costs at the
such purchases do not violate this subpali if

time of delivery .").

42 NY State Elec. & Gas Corp., 71 FERC ~ 61,027 (1995); see also West Penn Power Co, 71 FERC

~ 61,153 (1995) (reiterating FERC's "long-standing rule, as set forth in section 292.304 of our PURPA
the time the
regulations, that rates for a long-term QF contracts based on avoided costs calculated as of
legal obligation to sell power was incurred continue to comply with statutory and regulatory requirements the rates differ from avoided costs
including the requirement that QF rates be just and reasonable - even if
Lehigh Valley, 47 FERC ~ 61,208 (1989)
at the time the power is delivered."); Am. REF-FUEL Co. of
("(W)e do allow states to set rates for the long range, to reflect the reality that parties enter into long-term
the price for substitute
contracts and need certainty as to price and then we define avoided cost in terms of
power.").

43 Order No. 69 at 30,890.
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QF that is otherwise eligible for a standard avoided cost rate is somehow rendered
ineligible for that rate because its avoided costs are different than the average avoided
cost of

the class because of some project-specific characteristic.44 PacifiCorp must show

that the standard rate itself is contrary to PURP A, which it has not remotely alleged or

justified.
Consistent with FERC's directive and with the discretion granted to state

commissions by PURPA and FERC's regulations thereunder, Order No. 05-584 properly
embraced standard rates to encourage development of small power production, finding
that "( s )tandard contracts are designed to eliminate negotiations and to thereby remove
transaction costS.,,45 This Commission adopted the standard rates at issue here over

utilities' arguments that "standard rates may overcompensate and subsidize QFs due to
avoided cost calculations not being customized for particular projects.,,46 Like FERC,

this Commission in Order No. 05-584 held that with "standard contracts, project
characteristics that cause the utility's cost savings to differ from its actual avoided cost
are ignored.,,47 As shown above, the Commission's actions were firmly grounded in and
supported by PURPA.

Yet PacifiCorp now argues that the standard rate as applied to Threemile Canyon

would be higher than avoided costs because it says one project specific cost has been

44

Indeed, an average rate for a class of QFs with different technologies, supply characteristics, and
locations, by its very nature, can be expected to understate savings from some projects and overstate
savings from other projects. This approach is analogous to this Commission's approval of retail rates found
in utiity tariffs that apply to a set of customers. Rather than recalculating rates to each customer's unique
the utility's
rates on a prospective basis using estimates of
circumstances, this "Commission generally sets
prudently incurred costs to provide service." PacifCorp, Order No. 09-343, Docket UM 1002 (issued Sep.
2, 2009) (emphasis added). The fundamental ratemaking principles these situations illustrate are just as
salient to this case: reasonable estimates applicable to a class are permissible in rate development.
45 Order
No. 05-584 at 16.
46 Order
No. 05-584 at 13.
47 Order
No. 05-584 at 16 (emphasis added).
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omitted fi'om the calculations. This is simply a claim that this "particular project has

characteristics that cause the utility cost savings to differ from its actual avoided costs,,,48

a claim that this Commission has already rejected. Similarly, FERC dealt with and
rejected this point in its initial rules under PURP A when it recognized that a standard

rate, like any average rate, wil not capture the characteristics of every particular project
to which the rate applies. PacifiCorp's position would allow it to turn the standard rate
the standard

into an individually negotiated rate any time it disagrees with some aspect of

rate for any paiiicular project. This would allow PacifiCorp to disregard the
Commissions requirements any time it disagreed with them. It would also give
PacifiCorp the ability to discriminate in its treatment of QFs.49 As noted above, both

FERC and this Commission squarely rejected claims that small QFs be required to enter

into individualized negotiations in lieu of standard rates. FERC's rules make clear this in

no way violates PURPA. Thus the Commission was clearly right when it held that such
characteristics should be "ignored" in setting the standard rates to which Threemile
Canyon and other small QFs are to receive.
The fact that the Threemile Canyon Project is located in PacifiCorp's Dalreed

zone and that PacifiCorp may at times require transmission to move some Project output
to another paii of

the PacifiCorp system is the very type of

project-specific characteristic

that FERC recognized is consistent with the standard rate approach. Standard rates are
not preempted by PURP A just because a project within the eligible class has a specific

characteristic that may cause its avoided cost to the utilty to differ from the class

48

Order No. 05-584 at 16.

49

One ofthe central purposes ofPUR A is to prevent utilities from discriminating against QFs. See

PURPA Section 210(b)(2), 16 U.S.c. §924a-3 (PURPA provides that a utility's rates for such purchases
"shall not discriminate against qualifying cogenerators or qualifying small power producers.").
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average. By the same token, applying the standard rate to other projects in the eligible

class does not breach PURPA by failing to pay those projects full avoided costs merely
because the standard may not capture all the costs avoided by those particular projects.50

IfPacifiCorp is allowed to require that the standard contract rate approved by the
Commission be retroactively modified to account for the Project's specific characteristics
here, there is no limit to the modifications that PacifiCorp and other utilities can seek to

other standard contracts. By definition, every project will have project-specific

characteristics that the utilities wil want to mitigate. In effect, the standard contracts
authorized by this Commission would cease to exist. The negotiations that standard
contracts are meant to avoid would become inevitable as every project has different
characteristics. Forcing these issues to be negotiated in the context of standard contracts

would also raise transaction costs for QFs, including the need to hire transmission experts

or rate expeiis to respond to whatever adjustments a utility may wish to raise. Requiring
individual projects to prove project-specific avoided costs defeats the very purpose of

standard rates: to provide rate certainty and lower transaction costs. As stated in Order
No. 05-584: "Standard contracts are designed to minimize the need for parties to engage

in contract negotiations. Consequently, any flexibility in the terms and conditions of a
standard contract should be specifically delineated and bounded." 51

In short, there is nothing radical, novel or unlawful about this Commission's
decision in Order 05-584 to base standard avoided cost rates for small QFs on estimates

of average rates or costs for the pertinent class. FERC has frequently established
50

Threemile Canyon does not concede that standard rate it receives exceeds the avoided costs to

PacifiCorp, as discussed below. That issue is, however, irrelevant to the legal question whether the

standard rate was unlawful either at the time it was adopted or in 2009 when the paiiies executed the Letter
Agreement and the Sholi- Term PP A.
51 Order
No.

05-584

at39.
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pragmatic means of enforcing PURPA' s requirements, and the Commission rightly

exercised its discretion under FERC's rules in developing the standard rates under
PURPA. PacifiCorp's strained attack on the applicability of

member of

the standard rates to a single

the eligible class finds no support in PURPA and, in fact, is contrary to

PURPA and FERC's regulations.

Under these circumstances, summary judgment is appropriate because even
assuming for the sake of argument PacifiCorp is correct that payment to Threemile
Canyon exceeds the avoided costs of

that Project, it is unassailably wrong in asserting

that this renders the standard rate unlawfuL. Standard rates and contracts are intended to

reduce transaction costs and provide rate certainty to eligible QFs, yet it has been almost
five years since Threemile Canyon signed a standard contract. Since then it has incurred
substantial transaction costs in the form of

years of costly litigation and remains uncertain

what rate it will ultimately be paid. Threemile Canyon respectfully submits that the
Commission end this war of attrition and grant Threemile Canyon the relief its requests.
X. EVEN IF ORDER NO. 05-584 DID VIOLATE PURPA WHEN ENACTED,
PACIFICORP CANNOT LA WFULL Y CHALLENGE THAT ORDER
YEARS AFTER ISSUANCE.
There is a separate important legal basis for rejecting PacifiCorp's preemption
argument. The argument is barred as a matter of law and equity because it is far too late

to challenge Order No. 05-584 or Schedule 37 as it applies to projects that are entitled to

standard contracts based on that order. PacifiCorp could have challenged the
Commission's action by seeking rehearing or appealing in 2005. Well aware that Order
No. 05-584 precluded utilities from tacking additional transmission costs onto the
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standard avoided cost rates, as shown above, PacifiCorp nonetheless chose not to bring a
timely challenge to the Commission's order.
Order No. 05-584 states that the parties had a right to seek rehearing of

that order,

but that a "request for rehearing or reconsideration must be fied with the Commission
within 60 days of

the service of

this order.,,52 Oregon rules provide the right to seek

rehearing or reconsideration of an agency decision on the grounds that the decision was
an "error in law,,,53 and a claim that the decision was preempted by PURPA would fit

squarely in this category. Neither PacifiCorp nor any other party, however, sought
rehearing or reconsideration of

review of

Order

Order No. 05-584. PacifiCorp also did not seek

judicial

No. 05-584 under ORS 756.610.54 Oregon law precludes a collateral

attack on an agency order outside either seeking rehearing or judicial review,55 as ORS

183.420(3) provides that "No action or suit shall be maintained as to the validity of any

agency order except a final order as provided in this section. . . ."
Having forgone its options to challenge Order NO.05-584 available under Oregon

law, PacifiCorp cannot bring a collateral attack here. PURPA does not provide an

alternative path for a dilatory challenge to a state order under PURPA. Indeed,
Connecticut Light,56 which PacifiCorp cites in its answer,57 actually forecloses

PacifiCorp's collateral attack on the standard rates set forth by Order No. 05-584. In that
52

Order No. 05-584 at 60.
OAR 860-001-0720(3)(c).
54
ORS 183 .480( 1) states that a request for rehearing or reconsideration is not a prerequisite for
judicial review of a final agency order. However, this is irrelevant here since PacifiCorp did not seek
rehearing or judicial review of Order No. 05-584.
53

55 ORS 183.420(2) creates two different tracks for appeals depending on whether they are contested
cases or not. The contested cases are appealable to the cOUli of appeals, whereas non-contested cases are

appealable to the local circuit cOUli for the county in which the Commission is located. In either case,
however, the appellant has 60 days in which to fie an appeaL. PacifiCorp has missed these deadlines and

has never sought judicial review of Order No. 05-584.
56 70FERC~61,012(1995).
57 PacifiCorp Answer at 27, 32, and 33.
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case, the utility, CL&P, directly appealed within the time specified for appeal by state
law the state commission order that required CL&P to enter into a contract to purchase

power from a small power production facility at a rate set by Connecticut law. The utility
diligently pursued its claim in state and federal courts thereafter. Importantly, while
FERC allowed CL&P to challenge the rate set by state law, FERC simultaneously barred

other utilities from challenging orders issued pursuant to the same law. FERC
specifically held that it "would not entertain requests as a consequence of this order
asking us to invalidate on this basis, other pre-existing contracts where the avoided cost
issue could have been raised.,,58

PacifiCorp's behavior here is entirely different than CL&P and is squarely within

the category that FERC said was barred from challenging a state set rate. Unlike CL&P,
PacifiCorp did not and has not appealed the order, which is Order No. 05-584, that

compelled it to enter into a standard contract with Threemile Canyon. It has missed that

deadline by years. This order, therefore, is binding, final and unappealable. It provides
Threemile Canyon with a right to the standard rate without adjustment. It is far too late
for PacifiCorp to challenge this order. Like the other utilities in Connecticut Light,

PacifiCorp has forgone its opportunity to challenge the rates promulgated under Order
No.

05-584. The only PURPA authority on which PacifiCorp relies demonstrates that it

has no PURPA claim.

PacifiCorp's collateral efforts to overturn the Commission's order now are time

barred and unpardonably late. PacifiCorp may, of course, seek prospective changes to its

58

Id.
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tariff. And the Commission may, as it has said it would do in docket UM 1610,59

prospectively modify the standard rate methodology so long as the change is consistent

with the requirements ofPURPA. But the iterative process state commissions use to
refine avoided costs prospectively does not invalidate prior lawful avoided cost rate
determinations.

It is particularly crucial to prevent parties from belatedly seeking retroactively to
alter rates approved by the Commission given the statutory purpose of PURP A to

encourage cogeneration and small power production.60 The Commission implemented
standard rates pursuant to PURP A to provide rate certainty to developers of small power

projects and to reduce transaction costs in 2005 and required utilities to fie standard rates

within 60 days from that order. There must be finality to Commission orders. Projects,
such as Threemile Canyon, had every basis to rely on Order No. 05-584 and the standard

rates it prescribed. PacifiCorp's request to invalidate the standard rate retroactively years
after the rates were adopted frustrates the very purpose for which standard rates were
established. By forcing Threemile Canyon to engage in protracted litigation, PacifiCorp

already has evaded the Commission's goal to achieve the rate certainty that standard rates
were intended to provide.

Further, PacifiCorp's claim would allow it to deviate from its fied rate whenever
it disagreed with its tariff, even where its position had already been rejected by the

Commission. This it cannot do because it is bound by its tariffs, pursuant to the fied rate

doctrine. The fied rate doctrine provides that any entity that is required to fie tariffs

59

Order No. 14-058 at 1 ("Our consideration of any proposal to revise the rates, terms, and
conditions for QF standard contracts is done on a prospective basis only.").
60 16 U.S.c. § 824a-3(a) ("(T)he Commission shall prescribe...such rules as it determines necessary

to encourage cogeneration and small power production.").
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governing the rates, terms, and conditions of service must adhere strictly to those terms

and forbids a regulated entity from charging a rate other than the one on fie. "Providing

the well-established fied rate

the necessary predictability is the whole purpose of

doctrine, which forbids a regulated entity to charge rates for its services other than those

properly fied with the appropriate regulatory authority.,,61 Utilities do not get to

freelance about the rates that they payor collect. In Oregon, the state has codified the
fied rate doctrine,62 which "permits the Commission to change rates on a prospective

basis, but neither the utility nor the Commission may undo rates charged in the past
pursuant to Commission approved tariffs.,,63 This predictability principle similarly

animates FERC Order No. 69, which provides:
(I)n order to be able to evaluate the financial feasibility of a
cogeneration or small power production facility, an investor
needs to be able to estimate, with reasonable certainty, the
expected return on a potential investment before
construction of a facility. This return will be determined in
part by the price at which the qualifying facility can sell its
electric outpUt.64

PacifiCorp is thus bound by the tariff

rates in effect at the time it entered into its

agreement with Threemile Canyon.65

61 City

of Anaheim v. FERC, 558 F.3d 521 (D.C. Cir. 2009); W. Res., Inc. v. FERC, 72 F.3d 147, 149
(D.C. Cir. 1995)
62 ORS 757.225 (2014).
63 Portland General Elec. Co., Order No. 02-227, at 6, docket UM 989 (issued March 25, 2002).

64 Order No. 69 at 30,868.
65 The Commission should reject PacifiCorp's invitation to retroactively apply any policy decisions

that the Commission reaches in this investigation. It is a generally accepted ratemaking principle that
changes in any rates offered, paid, demanded or received by a utility may be made only on a prospective
basis. In Dreyer v. Portland General Elec., Co., 341 OR 262, 271 (2006), for example, the Oregon

Supreme Court explained that the "rule against retroactivity" holds that approved utility rates may be
modified only prospectively and that utilties cannot provide retrospective relief

from such rates. The

Court noted that this Commission has long applied the rule against retroactivity in Oregon, and that there
are strong policy considerations underpinning this doctrine. Id. While the state fied rate rule applies to
retail rates, it demonstrates a strong state policy to provide rate certainty by preventing retroactive changes
in rates.
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XI. CONCLUSION.
This case does not require consideration of policy issues involving the

Commission's treatment ofQFs going forward. (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMA TION)

(END

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

The sole remaining basis for PacifiCorp's continuing refusal to offer Threemile
Canyon a standard long-term PPA is its position is that the Commission's Order No. 05-

584 is unlawful and preempted by PURPA. As shown above, however, Order No. 05the Commission's

584 is not contrary to PURPA. It reflects a permissible exercise of

was lawful,

discretion under PURPA to establish standard rates for small QFs. The tariff

valid and binding on PacifiCorp at the time the Letter Agreement and the Short-Term

PP A were executed. In any case, PacifiCorp is now barred from challenging the order by
time-honored legal principles.

There are no genuine issues of material fact. The only thing left for the
Commission to do is enforce the plain language of

the Letter Agreement. As a matter of

law, therefore, (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)

(END CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)
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POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT

TI.IIS POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT, entered into on June 19, 2009 is between

Thrcemile Canyon Wind 1, LLC, "Seller" and PacifiCorp (d/b/a Pacific Power & Light
Company), an Oregon corporation acting in its regulated utility capacity, "PacifiCorp." (Seller
and PacifiCorp are referred to individually as a "Party" or collectively as the "Parties").

RECITALS

A. Seller intends to construct, own, operate and maintain a wind facility for the
generation of electric power,includingintel'conneçtiöl1.. fa,cilities,(löcated in Morrow County,
Oregon with a Facility Capacity Rating of 9,900-kilowatts (kW) as further described in Exhibit
A and Exhibit.a (I1Faciltyl1); and

for.he
purpose

and

C. Seller intends to operate the

Fåcility as a Qualifying Facility, commencing

commercial operations on September 1,2009 ("Scheduled .Commercial Operation Date"); and

D. Seller estimates that the average annual Net Energy to be delivered by the Facility
to PacifiCorp is 21,008,000 kilowatt-hours (kWh), which amount of energy PacífÇqrp
include in its resource planning; and
E. Seller

shall

( choose one) IXl sell all Net Output to Pacjfï8?rpi~b?Rtirc.has.eits
atthe
Facility

fullelectric requirements from PacifiCorp I i sell Net Output surplus to its.needs
site

to PacifiCorp. and purchase partial electric requirements service

accqrdance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; årid

F. This Agreement is a "New QF Contract"

Cost Allocation Revised Protocol.
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AGREJ~JVjENr.

NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties mutually agree as follows:

SRCTION 1: PEFJNlTIONS
When used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings:

1.1 UAs.~built SupplementBshaJl be.a supplement
provided

to

Exhibit A and Exhibit B,

of thc/ Facility, describing the Facility as

by Seller following coinpletion of construction

actually built.

l.2 "Availabilty" means the percentage of time that the Facility is capable of
producing Net Energy during a Contract Year. The percentage of time during a Contract Year
that the Facility is available to produce power is calculated as follows:

% Availabilty =H(H x

x 100%

the Contract Veal' al1dNTs thènunibel'öfturbines comprising
the Facility. Downtime Hours (calculated in LO minute increments), for each individual unit
where H is the number of hOlil'S iii

"run" status,.ql' isind'run" status but faulted

includesininutesin.\\hichthe unit is not in

(incliidil1g.any.del(ly. Ílire~etting a.faiilt). Notwitnstanqingthe previous..sentence, Downtime
Hours
(ii)

does
a

not includc111inutesthata unitisunavailablediiet() (i anevcnt of Force Majeure;

Motive Force at times when the

default b)!pasifïC()rp underthisf\greeinent;(iii)iLack of

the norinalamountof time required by the

Facility would otherwise beavailalJle (including

generating equipment to resume operations following a Lack of Motive Force); or (iv) outages
scheduled at least 90 days in advance with PacifiCorp's written consent, up to 240 hours per unit
per year.

in Section 4.2.
J.4 i'Bilin.~~~i'i.?dB meaI1s,.....unlessoth~I.'0ise)~gre~~to,.tI:~.HlDe..pel.iod between

PacifiCorp's consecutive readings of its power purchase billing meter at the Facility in the
normal course of PacifiCorp's business. Such periods typically range between twenty-seven (27)
and thirty.;-our(34 )daysiandl11aynotcoincide with calendar
months;

i .5 "Commercial Operation Date" means the date that the Facility is deemed by
PacifiCorp to be fully operational and reliable, which shall require, among other things, that all
of
the following events have occurred:

2
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i .5. i PacifiCorp has received a certificate addressed to PacifjCorp froin a
Liccnsed Professional Engineer stating (a) the Facility Capacity Rating of
thc Facility at the anticipated Commercial Operation Date; and (b) that the
Facility is able to generate electl'c power reliably in amounts required by
this Agreement and in accordance with all other terms and conditions of
this Agreement;
1.5.2 The Facility has completed Start-Up Testing;

1.5.3 PacifiCorp has received a certificate addressed to PacifiCorp from a

Licensed Professional Engineer stating that, (a), in accordance with the
Generation Interconnection Agreement, all required interconnection

facilities and metering have been constructed, all required interconnection
tests. have been completed and the Facility is physically interconnected
with PacifiCorp's electric system, and (b) if the Facility consists of

multiple wind generation facilities on a common transmission line, the
required metering equipment has been completed and tested in

conformance with Section 8 of this Agreement (or if the Facility is
interconnected with another electric utilty that will wheel Net Output to
PacifiCorp, all required interconnection facilities have been completed and
tested and are in place to allow for such wheeling);
i .5.4 PacifiCorp has received a ceiiificate addressed to PacifiCorp from an

attol'ey in good standing in the State of Oregon stating that Seller has
obtained all Required Facility Documents and if requested by PacifiCorp,
in writing, has provided copies of any 01' all such requested Required

Facility Documents. (Facilities over 200 kW only).
1.5.5 Seller has complied with the security requirements of Section 10.

1.5.6 PacifiCorp has received an executed copy of Exhibit F--Seller's
Authorization to Release Generation Data to PacifiCorp.

i.6 "Commission" means the Oregon Public Utilities Commission.

1.7 "Contract Price" means the applicable pl'ce for capacity 01' energy, or both
capacity and energy, stated in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

..
,)
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1.8 11ümtm'"t Ve~H.ir means a twelve (12) l1onthperiod C0l11llencÌngat 00:00 hours
Pacific Prevailing 'Tïl1c (HPPT") on January I and ending 011 24:00 hours PPT on December 3 i ;
ce. ?n.. the Conll11ercÌal Operation
011 111
(11
Date and end on the next succeeding December 31, and the last Contract Year shall end on the
TermÌnation Date.

provided, however.. that. the first Contract year shal I C

1.9... .... UCl'cdit llcq~.il'êmênts" .means..a..long~term.credit.rating (corporate or long-term
(I ) i'BaaJllorgreatel'by l\loody's,.or.(2) "I3BB-H or greater by S&P, or
such other indicia of creditworthiness acceptable to PacifiCorp in its reasonable judgment.
senior

Ul1SeCUI"ed debt) of

1.1 0 "Cut~in Speed" means the wind speed at which a stationary wind turbine begins
pl'ducing Net Energy, as specified by the turbine m~llufacturer,.and sst Joith in Exhibit A.
writing, means
account suffcient to replace

1 "Default Security'l,unlessotherwiseågreed toby the parties in
the amount

of either a Letter of Credit or

cash placed in an escrow

twelve (12) average months of replacement power costs over the. term of this. Agreemel1t, and

shall be calculated by taking the average, over the term of this Agreement, of the positive
differen~e bet:0een (a) the m?mhly. f?f".~~r9.R?W~I'. Pri.fSS ~fTvi9-Çolumbia (Mid-C) (as
determined. 9)'Pafi~C?rpin good faith .~.s.in$;i.nf?l'mati?I1.. frail). a ... coim?ierciali~ l'e~sonable
independent
source), m~ltiplied.byI I0o/.'..mil1~~...(b)the ~yerage ?fthe Fixed¡\voiaed .Cost
Prices specified iii Schedule ..37,~nd. i.l1~ItipI~i.~¥~~eh.difrere~ceby.( c) f?tY. of the0veragt

Annual Generation provided, howevel', the amount of Default Security shall in no event be less
than the amount equal to the payments PacifiCorp would make for three (3) average months
based on. Seller's

average

avel'age Fixc.d Avoided

monthly..
CostPdces

volume

over thetetrrr ôfthisAgreementartdutilizirtg the
Schedule. 37. Such amount shall befixedatthe

specified in

EffectiveJ.ate of this. Agreement.
ltEffective Date"

I. i 3 "Energy Delivcl'Y Schedule" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.4.

1.14 "Envil'onmclitaIAttributes"

ineanitg set

forth in Section 5.5.

Net Oùtputdelivered at a rate, on

1.15 IlExcessOUtputl1

an hourly basis, exceeding the Facility Capacity
1.16

1. 7 ltFacilty Capacity Rating" means the suinof the Nameplate Capacity Ràtings

for all generators comprising the Facility.
4
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1.18 IlFïtRCIl means the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, or its successor.

1.19 "Guaranteed Availabilty" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.3.l.
1.20 "Generation Interconnection Agreement" means the generation interconnection
agreement to be entered into separately between Seller and PacifiCorp's transmission or
distribution department, as applicable, providing for the construction, operation, and

maintenance of PacifiCol'p'S interconnection facilties required to accommodate deliveries of

Seller's Net Output if the Facility is to be interconnected directly with PacifiCorp rather than
another electric utility.

1.2 i "Lack of Motive Force" means temporary lack, due to natural causes, of:
sunlight (fol' a solar powered facility), water (for a hydropower facility), current or wave
amplitude (for a wave energy facility), or Suffcient Wind (for a wind turbine facility). Lack of
Motive Force does not include Jack of any motive force due to voluntary actions taken by Seller
(e.g. lease or sale of

water rights).

i .22 "Letter of Credit"means an irrevocable standby letter of credit, from an
institution that has a long-term senior unsecured debt rating of "A" or greater from S&P or "A21'

01' greater from Moodis, in a form reasonably acceptable to PacifiCorp, naming PacifiCorp as
the party entitled to demand payment and present draw requests thereunder.

1.23 "Licensed Professional Engineer" means a person acceptable to PacifiCorp in
its reasonable judgment who is licensed to practice engineering in the state of Oregon, who has
no economic relationship, association, or nexus with the Seller, and who is not a representative
of a consulting engineer, contractor, designer or other individual involved in the development of
the Facility, or of a manufacturer 01' supplier of any equipment installed in the Facility. Such
Licensed Professional Engineer shall be licensed in an appropriate engineering discipline for the
required celiification being made.

1.24 "Material Adverse Change" means the occurrence of any event of default under
any material agreement to which Seller is a party and of any other development, financial or
otherwise, which would have a material adverse effect on Seller, the Facility or Seller's abilty to
develop, construct, operate, maintain or own the Facility as provided in this Agreement

1.25 "Nameplate Capacity Rating" means the fuii~ioad electrical quantities assigned
by the designer to a generator and its prime mover or other piece of electrical equipment, such as
transformers and circuit breakers, under standardized conditions, expressed in amperes,

kilovoltamperes, kilowatts, volts, 01' other appropriate units. Usually indicated on a nameplate

attached to the individual machine or device.

5
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ì .26 "Net Ene~'gyti meanstÎ1e energy cOJ1poncl1t,irl kVv'h,. of l\let Output.

l.27 ltNet Outputlt means all energy and capacity produced by the Facility, less

station uSèand less transfOl'l1atiol1 and transmission losses and other adjustincnts (e.g., Seller's
load other thàn statioii use), ifany.Forpiii'poses of
calCulating payrncnt under this Agl'èell1ent,
Net Output of el1el'gy shallbc the amount of enei'gy flowing through the Point of Delivery.

Section

1.28 tINct Replacemcnt Powcr Costslt shall have the meaning set fOlth in.

1 1.4.1

the week that are not On-Peak Hours,

1.29 "Off-Peal, Hours!t means all hours of

i .30 HOn-Pcak Hours" means the hours between 6 a.m. Pacific Prevailing Time
("r'PT").. and 1 o

occurring on

p.m. . PPT,Moridays throUghSatLlrdays, excluditlgall. hoUrs

holidays aspl'ovidedinSchèdule 37.

1.31 "Output Shortfall" shall have the meaning set forth in Section
IIPoin t.0f. DcU.YCry'd ..ineal1s. the hi gh. side) of the. Se 1 let) .. step7uptransfoll11er(s)

Facility andPacifiCorp's distribution!

located at poil1tof iiiterconneptiün. .bet'Neen the
transmission system, as specified in the Generation Interconnection Agreement,)

or,

if

the Facility

is not interconnected directly with PacifiCorp, the point at which another utility will deliver the
Net Output to PacifiCorp as specified in Exhibit B.
1.33 ltPl'ine Rate" means the publicly announced prime rate for commercial loans to

large businesses with the high~st cr~ditrating in the ynited St~~e.s in effectfr~liitime to time
by Citbank, N.A. If a Citibank; N.A. p1'merate is not available, the applicable Pl'me
Rate shall be the announced prime rate for commercial loans in effect from time to time quoted
quoted

by a?al1kwith$lObilIionpr l1or~ in assets iii
New Yot'k Çity, Ne'N)"()rk, selected. by the Party
to whom interest based on the Prime Rate is being paid.

1.34. 'drriid.~ntil!l~.ctl'f.iil )l)l'actic~s'd. means any.. pf.thepractices, methods and acts
the electdcaLutiliwi11d\jstry ()I'anyof .the
practices, methods or acts, which, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in the light of the facts.
known at the time a decision is made, could have been expected to accomplish the desired result
enga~edin9J'~PPl'oyeèby asignincaiit ppition of

at the lowest l'easonabl~ costconsistentwithreliability, safety andex~editi?n.Pi'u~ent Electrical
Practices is not intended to belimÎted to

the optimum practice,

method or act to

the exclusion of

all others, but rather to be a spectrum of possible practices, methods or acts.

6
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term
is defined in the FERC
1.35 iiQ.i¥'" means flQuaHfying Facility,!' as that
regulations (codified at 18 CFR Part 292) in effect on the Effective Date.

price WIiiçh ...f'acifjÇo!', acting

l.36 '.l~~plaç~meiit ))l'ce". .11cans ..t1W .
co

del ¡very. atthe f'ointofpelivery .arep lacement

I1l1YrCia iiy.l'e.!lson~ble l1a11pel)/ PHmnases for

for any Net/Pl.tput.i thaì.$yllel'is .I'cql.irecito . deli'\.er ul1çierthi.s Agreemel1tph.is. (i)cpsts

reasonably incurred by PacifiCorp in purchasing such replacement Net Output, and (ii)
causing

additioiiaI tran~ll1¡s~ion ..9haqses, . if. . any,.. .. reasonably .. i~~~2red .. ~y P~~i~C?~'p.. in

the Point of Delivery. .. IfPacifiCorp elects not to make
such a purchase, the Replacement Price shall be the market price at the Mid-Columbia trading
hub for such energy not delivered, plus any additional cost or expense incurred as a result of
replacementencrgyto be

delivered to

Seller's faill.l'e J09eIiYcl",asdetennined.py eacifjÇorpin .a¡;Pl'lnerciallYl'easonablemanner (but

not including any penalties, ratcheted demand or similar charges).
i.37 ddRe9ni.re~.FilçJl~typ()cumentsddme.al1s/ali Iiçel1ses,perinits, ai.thoriiations,and.

agreements, including a Generation Interconnection Agreement preauivalent,necessaryfQr
construction, operation, and maintenance of the Facility consistent with the terms of this

Agreement, including without limitation those set forth in
l.38 '.Schedule 37'. means the Schedule 37 of Pacific Power & Light Company's

Commission-approved tal'ffs, providing pricing options for Qualifying Facilities of i 0,000 kW
or less, which is in effect on the Effective Date of

this Agreement. A copy of

that Schedule 37 is

attached as Exhibit G .
i .39 "Scheduled Commercial Operation Date" shall have the meaning set in
Recital C.

set forth InRecitalB.
means the completion of

.42
to or greater than

Facility.

"l'ennhiation

the meaning set forth in Section 2.4.

'7
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S1sc'nON 2: TltHM; COMMEHC~A.LJJl-lERATION DATE
2.1

This Agreement shall become effective after execution by both Parties ("Effective

Date").

2.2 Time is of the essence foi' this Agreement, and Seller's ability to meet certain
requirements prior to the Commercial Operation Date and to deliver Net Output by the
Scheduled Coinincrcial Operation Date

is crìtically Iitpoitant. Thei'efore,

By i)e~ember 30, 2008, Seller shall provide PacifiCorp with a copy of an
executed Generation Interconnection Agreeimmt, or\iheeling agreement,

as applicablc, which shall be consistent with all material tcrms and
requirements of this Agreement.

2.2.2 tlppneoinpletipn ofconstruction,. Seller, in ascordance with Section 6.1,
shalLproyide PacifjCorp. wîth.an /. As~built..Suppleinent acceptable to
l'acifiCorp;
BYthêdatethirtY(30) days

after the

Effective

Datê,Seller shall provide

Default Security required under Sectiötš/10.1óllO.2,às applicable.

2.3 Seller shall cause the Facility to achieve Commercial Operation on or befoi'e the

Sche?uI~d Cpmrrerci~l 8g~r~tior pate. /. If Commercial 0j)tration .occurs after the Scheduled
Commercial Operation Date, Seller shall be in default, and .liable .for delay

damages specified in

Section) ).
2.4 Except as otherwise provided herein,

shall terminate on

September 30, 2009 ("Termination Date").
SECTION 3: REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
3.1 Pacif1Corp represents, covenants, ál1d watrål1tstOSellél' thât:

PacifiCorp is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the
State of Oregon.

8
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3.1.2 PacifiCorphas tb¡;Tcquisitccorpol'ate pówer andauthörity to enter into
this Agreement and to perform according to the terms of this Agreement.
3.1.3 PacIf1Corp has taken all corporate actions required to be taken by it t()

authorize the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and

the consummation of the contemplated
l.4 The execution and delivery of this Agreement does not contravene any

provision of, or constitute a default under, any indenture, mortgage, or
other material agreement binding on PacifiCorp or any valid order of
anycourt, or any regulatory agency or other body having authority to
which PacifiCorp is subject.
3.1.5 This Agreement is a valid and legally binding obligation of PacifiCorp,
.enforceable agains~Pa~i~C~rp i~. ac~ordance\\ithjtsterm~ ~e~cept as the

enf~r~eabiIity.. of . tliis.J\§i'c~tle.~t llaYR~iilliitee by bankruptcy,
similar lawsam:)(;ti~g creditors' rights
generally and laws restricting the availability of equitable remedies and
except as the enforceability of this Agreement maybe subject to general
prinçjples.ofeatiitY,Whether.9l not.suçbenforçeability is c9l1sidered . in a
insolvency, bank moratorium

or

proçeed ingat eaiiity.()rinlaw).

3.2 Seller represents, covenants, and warrants to PacifiCorp that:

Seller is a Limited Liability Company duly
under the laws of Oregon.
3.2.2 Seller has the requisite power and authority to enter into this Agreement

and to perform according to the terms hereof, including all required

3 ~~ry

regulatory authority to make wholesale sales from the Facility.

and performance of this Agreement and the consummation of the

transactions. aontel1Platycl hereby.

this. Agl'eemenLçloesnot contravene any

The. execution.. ançl delivery Of

provision of, or constitute a default under~any indentiire, mortgage, 01'

other material agreement binding on Seller or any valid order of any court,
01' any regulatory agency or other body having authority to which Seller is

subject.

9
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3.2.5 cIliis Agl'CClliènt is. a . valid ànd legally binding obllgatIoli of Seller',
enforceable against
Seller iri accordance iWith its terms (except as the

enfoi'ceability of this Agreement imiybe limited by bankruptcy,
insolvency, bal1kmoratol'unior similar laws affecting creditors' rights
gencl'allyånd laws restricting the availability of equitable remedies and
en fOl'ceabi
except as the
lity of this Agreel1ent may be subject to general
principles of equity, whether or not such
enforceability is considered in a
proceeding at equity or in law).

3.2.6 The Facility isal'dshaJI förthe tcrniöfthisAgreement continue to be a
QF, and Seller will operate the Facility in a manner consistent with its
FpRCQF certification.

Seller has. plovid~d to PacifiÇorp the appropriate
9F certi0cation (yvhichmay i.nclude..a FERC self-celiification) prior to
PacifiCorp's execution.(Jfthi~ ARreel1ent..ALany time during the term of
this Agreement, PacifiCorp may require Seller to provide PacifiCol'p with

evidence satisfactory to PacifiCorp in its reasonable discretion that the
Fa.cl ity i cöltinuestö qtiålifyãs a QFUl1.dei'all aprJlicable requirements
al1.d,ifPacifiCörp iisnotsatisfiedthattheFãêility qualifies for such status,
ä wlittei1. legal öpiniörifrönianå.ttö1'ey Who

is

(a) in good standing in the

stateofOl'égon, artd(b) Whohâs l'oêcöhöll1icl'elationship, association or

nexus with the Seller or the Facilty, stating that the Facilty is a QF and
pr()~ic1ing..s~ffisient progf .(insly..dinfšSppi~s.. ()~ all documents and data as

PacifiCol'pmay. r\quest).c1.t'rnO?~tl"~ting.that S.eller has maintained and wi! i

continue to maintain the FacilityasaQr'.
3.2.7 COl1pliancejyjJh Parti~l. StipyIatipii inCoil1nii~sionlroceeding No, UM-

i i 29. Seller will not make any changes in its ownership, control, or
manag~mcnt durm~ theternl().~.thi~..~~recment that would cause it to not
be. in. c()i~pl iapcewiththedefiiiitioll0f a Small Cogeneration Facility or

Small Power Production \acility.pr?yided in PacifiCorpls Schedule 37
tariff approved by the Commission at the time this Agreement is executed.
Selleri.yvilJ provide,uponl'eqii~st by PacifiCorp not more frequently than
every 36 months,(such(iocumentati()nand information as reasonably may

be required... to..establis.h ..... SeI ¡erls. continued compl iance with such
Definition. PacifiCo!'p agrees to take reasonable steps to maintain the

confidentiality of any portion of the above-described documentation and
i nformati 011. that the. Sel lerideìitífesasconfidenti ale:xceptPacifi Coi'pwill
all such confidétitialinfoi'itiation thePoblicUtilty.ColftiiissÎÓh of

provide

Oregon upon

the

Co

1111 issioiúi'eq L1esl.

3.2.8 Additional Seller Creditworthiness Wal1anties. Seller need not post

security under Section lO for PacifiCorpls benefit in the event of Seller
default, provided that Seller warl'ants all ofthc following:
10
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(n) Neither the Seller nor any of its principal equity owners is 01' has

within the past two (2) years been the debtor in any bankruptcy

proceeding, is unable to pay its bills in the ordinary course of its
business, or is the su~ject of any legal or regulatory action, the

result of which could reasonably be expected to impair Seller's
ability to own and operate the Facility in accordance with the terms
of this Agreement.

(b) Seller has not at any time defaulted in any of its payment

obligations for electricity purchased from PacifiCorp.
(c) Seller is not in default under any of its other agreements and is
current on all of its financial obligations, including construction

related financial obligations.

(d) Seller owns, and will continue to own for the term of this

Agreement, all right, title and interest in and to the Facility, free
and clear of all liens and encumbrances other than liens and
encumbrances related to third-party financing of

the Facility.

(e) (Applícable only to Seller's with a Facilty having a Facilty

Capacity Rating greater than 3,000 kWj Seller meets the
Credit Requirements.

Seller hereby declares (Seller initial one only):

Seller affrms and adopts all warranties of this Section
3.2.8, and therefore is not required to post security under
Section 10; or

X Seller does not affrm and adopt all warranties of this
Section 3.2.8, and therefore Seller elects to post the
security specìfied in Section i o.

3.3 Notice. If at any time during this Agreement, any Party obtains actual knowledge

of any event 01' information which would have caused any of the representations and warranties
in this Section 3 to have been materially untrue 01' misleading when made, such Party shall
provide the other Party with written notice of the event 01' information, the representations and

warranties affected, and the action, if any, which such Paiiy intends to take to make the
representations and warranties true and correct. The notice required pursuant to this Section
shall be given as soon as practicable after the occurrence of each such event.

Ji
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S1~ÇJ.IOl~.4_Ln~1JYJ¡~R)lAl.li' I~OWEl.LA.NJ) pi~RFO RMAN Clt.G..U.AllANTEE

4.1 Commencing on the Commercial Operation Date, unless otherwise provided
herein, Seller will sell and PacifiCorp will pUlchase all Net Output from the Facility delivered to
the Point of Delívery.
4.2 Average Annual Generation. Seller estimates that the
Facility wil generate, on
average,. 21,008,000 kWh tier Contract Year ("Average Annual Geiieratíori")... Seller may,

upon at least six monthspriorwl'ttennotice, l110dify the Avei'age Annual Genei'ation every other

Contract Year.

4.3 Performance Guaranty.

4.3.1 Guaranteed Availability. Seller güaral1teesthat the annual Availability of

the Facility (the "Gual"anteedAvailabilty") for (i) the first Contract Year
shall be no less than 0.80, and (ii) for the second Contract Year shall be no
with thé third Contract Year and for each

less than 0.85. Beginning

Contract Year thereafter; the Guaranteed Availability for each Contract
Year shall be 0.875, with such annual Availability to be calculated for
purposes of this Section 4.3.1 for each Contract Year.
4.3.2 Liquidated Damgges for Output ShortfalL.. J f the A vaiIåbiltyil1 åny given

Contract Year falls below the Guaranteed Availability for that Contract
the resultingishortfaii. shall be
expressed
in . kWh
as. the "Output
Year,
Shortfall."The Output Shortfall shalL be calculated itt accordance with the
followingforinula:
Output Shortfall =' (Guaranteed Availability - Availabilîty) x Average

Annual Generation

If an Output Shortfall occursjnanygiven Contract Year, Seller may owe
PacifiCorp liquidate?dai~ag~s in. ac~ordance with Section 1 i. Each Party
the damages that PacifiCorp would incur

agrees and acknowledges that (a)

due to the Facility's failure to achieve the Guaranteed Availability would
bediffi5ult...orill1possible. t?Predict ~ith.cert~i~t~, ~?d. (b) the liquidated
damages contemplated by Sectioii J 1 arc a fair and reasonable calculation
ofsUch dall1ages.

12
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4.4 Energy Deliver)! Sch~çlule. Seller has provided a monthly schedu Ie of Net Energy
expected to be delivered by the Facility ("Energy Delivery Schedule"), incorporated into
Exhibit D-1.

SECTION 5: PURCHASE PllIC_ES
5.1 Seller shall have the option to select one of four pricing options: Fixed A voided

Cost P1'ces ("Fixed Price"), Firm Market Indexed A voided Cost Pl'ces ("Firm Electric Market"),
Gas Market Indexed A voided Cost Prices (ItGas Market"), or Banded Gas Market Indexed
Avoided Cost Prices ('lBanded Gas Marken, as published in Schedule 37. Once an option is

selected the option will remain in effect for the dUlation of the Facility's contract. Seller has
selected the following (Seller to initial one):

X Fixed Price
Firm Electric Market
Gas Market
Banded Gas Market

A copy of Schedule 37, and a table summarizing the purchase prices under the pricing option
selected by Seller, is attached as Exhibit G.
5.2 (Fixed Price Sellers Only). In the event Seller elects the Fixed Price payment

method, PacifiCorp shall pay Seller the applicable On-Peak and Off~Peak rates specified in
Schedule 37 during the first fifteen (15) years after the Scheduled Initial Delivery Date.
Thereafter, PacifiCorp shall pay Seller market-based rates, using the following pricing option
(Seller to initial one):

Firm Electric Market
Gas Market

Banded Gas Market

5.3 If the Seller elects a gas market indexed price option, the index shall be the Opal

Gas Market Index as provided in Schedule 37. In the event that Platt ceases to publish the Opal
Gas Market Index, the Company shall replace the index with a similar gas index.
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5,4 ¡'\)rall Excess

Output and for

all

Net Output delivered prior to the COlllmercial

Operatioii Date, PaCií1Coi'p shall pa.y Seller a blcndedmarkctindex price Wi' day-ahead !1Ön-fïrl11

cnergyat Mid-Columbia, Calíforl'iia Oregon BOrder (COB), FourCornel'sal1d PaloVel'de 111arket
the Ol1~Pcak and
Off-Peak periods.. PacifiCorp. shall
indites as reported by DoV\/J6n.es, for
docLlment its calèulatiol10f the blended råte, UpOll request, to SeIlcl'. Such payment 'Will be
accomplishcd by adjustments pui'suant tö Section 9.2.

Envir?nnicntaIAttributes,. PacifiCorp w.aives any. cl~il1 to. Seller'sownership.of
are not

Envirolll1ental.Attributps UpdPl'tliis. .Agr~pl1ent. EI1,1ironnipntalAttributes include, but

limite.d. to, .qre.eu.T~gs,..SJrsen.Ç.Sl'tific.atesj .Rel1e\Aab1e Enprgy. Credits (REÇs) and..Tradable
Renewable Çertifïcates CTRCs)
industry) directly

(asthpsr tennsarecommonly used inthe regional .eectric utility

associated vvitJ.tne production of energy from the

Seller's Facility.

SECTION 6: OPERA nON AND CONTROL

As-Built Supplement. Upon completion of initial (and any subsequent)
construction of the Facilty, Seller shall provide PacifiCorp an As-built Supplement to specify

the actual Facility as built. The As-built Supplement must be reviewed and approved by
PacifiCorp, which approval shall not unreasonably be withheld, conditioned or delayed.
6..2 .... .. Increl1~I:tal U~ilit~Sp~rades. ~t start-up (~nd at any ot?ertil~euR?n at least six
month's prior \NrIttell??tic~),SeIleri~~y increase. Net 8utp~t, If s~~hincreaseis due tOll0rgiai
variances in estim.~ted vel'susa~tual perforni~nce,.~hanged.Fa~ilit~ operations, 01' ÌliiProvements

in Facilityeffciency.,.... Sellei'inayiiot increase Net Outputunderthis ..~greei~entby. instaIlin?
additiona.lgeneratingunIts... In thecaseorsubstantial.~pgrades'GacifiSorpinay require SeIl~rto
complY\Aitli Section 3 .2.8(e).(inthee,,~nt t~atth~ Facilityupgradeca~se~. .the. FacilitYS~pa~ity
Rating to exceed 3,000 kW) and increase its Average Annual

Generation in Section

4.2 (if

appropriate). PacifiCorp may also update Seller's security.. obligatiòn. (if applicabie). .Solbl1g . ås

the Facility Capacity Rating after the upgrade is 10,000 kW or less, Seller will continue to

receive the Contract Price forthy'Net üutputfiassetforth inSestions 5. i and 5.2 of this
Agreement. If Seller increases the Facility Capacity Rating above 10,000 kW, then (on a going
forward basis) PacifiCorp shall pay Seller the Contract Price for the fraction of total Net Output

equal...to.10,OOO kWdividêdbythe Facility...Capacity..Råtihgöf.thcupgråded Facility. ..... For the
remainil1gfi'actioitofNctOlitpùt,PaeifCorp.. ål1dSéllêl shàl Fagree loà new. hégotiåtèddltê.

Seller shallbeTcspoiisiblèifol'eitslll'ngthat .al1)i plàl1éd ihereaséin th6Facility CapaCitY Ratihg
or the maximumihStáhtàl1eoUsi capácity öftheFacilty.. êoinplies'With SellcT's. Gêl1eratióii
Interconnection Agi'eeíléntandàtlY other ågreêìnen.ts With PaeifiCô1p.
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6.3 Seller shall operate and lnaintain the Facility in a safe rnanncl' in accordance with

the Generation Interconnection Agreement (if applicable), Prudent Electrical Practices and in
accordance with the requirements of all applicable federal, state and local laws and the National
Electric Safety Code as such laws and code may be amended from time to time. PacifiCorp shall
have 110 obligation to purchase Net Output from the Facility to the extent the interconnection
between the Facility and PacifiCorp's electric system is disconnected, suspended or interrupted,
in whole or in part, pursuant to the Generation Interconnection Agreement, 01' to the extent

generation curtailment is required as a result of Seller's non~comp!iance with the Generation

Interconnection Agreement. PacifiCorp shall have the right to inspect the Facility to confirm
that Seller is operating the Facility in accordance with the provisions of this Section 6.3 upon
reasonable notice to Seller. Seller is solely responsible for the operation and maintenance of the
Facility. PacifiCorp shall not, by reason of its decision to inspect or not to inspect the Facility, 01'
by any action or inaction taken with respect to any such inspection, assume or be held

responsible for any liability Or occurrence arising from the operation and maintenance by Seller
of

the Facility.

6.4 Scheduled Outages. Seller may cease operation of the entire Facility or individual

units, if applicable, for maintenance or other purposes. Seller shall exercise its best efforts to
notify PacifiCorp of planned outages at least ninety (90) days prior, and shall reasonably

accommodate PacifiCorp's request, if any, to reschedule such planned outage in order to
accommodate PacifiCorp's need for Facilty operation.
6.5 ,lnplanned Outages. In the event of an unscheduled outage or curtailment

exceeding twenty~five (25) percent of the Facility Capacity Rating (other than curtailments due
to lack of motive force), Seller immediately shall notify PacifiCorp of the necessity of such

unscheduled outage or curtailment, the time when such has occurred or will occur and the
anticipated duration. Seller shall take all reasonable measures and exercise its best efforts to
avoid unscheduled outage or curtailment, to limit the duration of such, and to perform

unscheduled maintenance during Off-Peak hours.

SECTION 7: FUEL/MOTIVE FORCE
Prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement, Seller provided to PacifiCorp a fuel or motive
force plan acceptable to Pacif1Corp in its reasonable discretion and attached hereto as Exhibit
D-l, together with a certification from a Licensed Professional Engineer to PacifiCorp attached

hereto as Exhibit D-2, certifying that the implementation of the fuel or motive force plan can

reasonably be expected to provide fuel or motive force to the Facility for the duration of this
Agreement adequate to generate power and energy in quantities necessary to deliver the
A verage Annual Generation set forth by Seller in Section 4.
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~mcnON 8: J~J~tlER1NG
S.l Seller shall pay for, and PacifiCorp shall design, furnish, install, own, inspect,

and . replace all metering equipment i'equired. pursuant to the. Generation
Interconnection. Agreement, if applicable.

test, maintain.

8.2 Seller shall pay for and design, furnish, install, own, inspect, test, maintain and

equipment l'equil'd in ol'derto calculate Availability of the Fåcility. Data
required to calculate Availability include, but are not limited to: hourly average wind velocity
replace all metering

measured at turbine hub height; and ambient air temperature. Seller shall make available all such
data toPåCiOCoi'f' in electronic forinat per Sectioii 8.5.

location and in a manncl'

l\eteringshalIbe perfol'l1wd at the.
Agreement as speciOedin. the

consistent

with

this

the ... Facilityjs

Generationlnterconnestion . Agreement, or, . if

one of multiple wind generation facilities sharing a common transmission line, the required
metering equipin~~thas. bee~ complet~d. and. tested and is in place to .correctiya~d.. accyr~tely
generated by.. the... Facility and flowing. intoPa~i~S?rp'~

measure th~.allountofNet Output

systei~.at theroi~t of Delivery, or, if the Net
utility,metel'ing wil. be performed in

Output is to be

wheeled to. Paci~Corp b~~~?ther

accordance with the terms of PacifiCoiis interconnection

agreement with such other utility. All quantities ofetìergypùrChased hereùl1del' shall headjùstêd
to account for electrical
losses, if any between the point of metering and the Point of Delivery, so
that the Piir9ha~ed.amount reflects the. net ainounLof el1~rgy flowing into. PacifiC9rp's system at
the Point of peliyery.

PacifiCorp shall periodically inspect, test, repair and replace the metering
equipment as provided in the Generation Interconnection Agæement, if applicable. If the Net
Output is to be wheeled to PaciOCorp by another utility, meter inspection, testing, repair and
replacement will be performed in accordance with the terms of PacifiCorp's interconnection
agreement with such utility. If any of the inspections or tests discloses an errol' exceeding two
percent (2%), either fast 01' slow, propel' correction, based upon the inaccuracy found, shall be

made of previous readings for the actual period during which the metering equipment rendered
inaccurate measurements if that period can be ascertained. If the actual period cannot be

ascertained, the proper correction shall be made to the measurements taken during the time the
metering equipment was in service since last tested, but not exceeding three (3) Biling Periods,
in the amount the metering equipment shall have been shown to be in error by such test. Any
correction in billings or payments resulting from a correction in the meter records shall be made
in the next monthly biling 01' payment rendered following the repair of

the meter
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8.5 Telerne:tcring. In support of PacifiCmp's calculation of Availability, Seller shall

pay for and PacifiCorp shall design, furnish, install, owil, inspect, test, maintain and replace
telclletering equipment capable of transmitting all data required pursuant to Section 8.l

regardless of whether the Facility is directly interconnected to PacifiCorp's system, one of
multiple wind generation facilities on a common transmission line, 01' the Net Output is to

be

wheeled to PacifiCorp by another utility. Seller shall provide PacifiCorp a location at its Facility
for such telemetering equipment, and shall provide PacifiCorp reasonable access thereto.

SECTIQN 9: BILLINGS. COMPUTATIONS, ANLtlAYMENTS
9. i On or before the thiitieth (30th) day following the end of each Biling Period,

PacifiCorp shall send to Seller payment for Seller's deliveries of Net Output to PacifiCorp,
together with computations supporting such payment. PacifiCorp may offset any such payment
to reflect amounts owing from Seller to PacifiCorp pursuant to this Agreement, the Generation
Interconnection Agreement, or any other agreement between the Parties.
9.2 .Corrections. PacifiCorp shall have up to eighteen months to adjust any payment

made pursuant to Section 9.1. In the event PacifiCorp determines it has overpaid Seller (for
Excess Output 01' otherwise), PacifiCorp may adjust Seller's future payment accordingly in order
to recapture any overpayment in a reasonable time.

9.3 Annual lnvoicing for Output ShortfalL. Beginning on the first January 31
occurring after the Commercial Operation Date, and continuing on January 3 i of each Contract
Year thereafter, PacifiCorp shall deliver to Seller an invoice showing PacifiCorp's computation

of Net Output and Output Shortfall, if any, for the prior Contract Year and any resulting amount
due PacifiCorp as liquidated damages. In preparing such invoices, PacifiCorp shall utilize the

meter data provided to PacifiCorp for the Contract Year in question, but may also rely on
historical averages and such other information as may be available to PacifiCorp at the time of
invoice pl'epamtion, if the meter data for such Contract Year is then incomplete or otherwise not

available. To the extent required, PacifiCorp shall true up any such invoice as promptly as
practicable following its receipt of actual results for the relevant Contract Year. Seller shall pay
to PacifiCorp, by wire transfer or by any other means agreed to by the Palties in writing, the
amount set forth as due in such invoice.

9.4 Any amounts owing after the due date thereof shall bear interest at the Prime Rate
plus two percent (2%) from the date due until paid; provided, however, that the interest rate shall
at no time exceed the maximum rate allowed by applicable law.
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£ECJ!lQj~ 1 Q;jH~CJ,)JttIY
Unless Seller has adopted the creditworthiness warranties contained in Section 3.2.8, Seller must
provide

security

(if requested by PacinCorp) in the forl1of a cash escrow,

this

Section I a,

letter ofcredit, senior

to provide, iii accordance with the applicabletcrmsof
security (Seller to initial one selection only):

Seller hereby elects

lien,orstep~in Tights.

the following

Cash Escrow

X Lettel' of Ci'edit 0
Senior Lien

StepiùRights
Seller has adopted the Creditworthiness Warranties of
Section 3.2.8.

In theeVerit Seller's bbligatIOl\to postdCfadltseclitIty (uridei' Section I 0 orSectionli..1;.4)~ris9s

solely from Seller's delinquent performance of construction-related financial obligations, upon

Seller's request, PacifiCorp will excuse Seller from such obligation in the event Seller has
negotiated.fíJ1ancialarrangements vvith. its.. construction lenders that mitigate

Seiier's financial

risks to PacifiCorp's reasonable satisfaction.

(SKn~.l'HIS SECTIQN 10.1 UNLESS SELLER SELECTED CASH ESCROW
AL TERNATIVE)

Cash Escrow Security. Seller shall deposit in an escrow account established by
Pacif¡Corp in a banking institution acceptable to both Parties, the Default Secu1'ty. Such sum
shall earn Interest at the rate applicable to money market deposits at such banking institution

fi'om time to time. To the extent PacifiCorp receives payment from the Default Security, Seller
shall, within fifteen (¡ 5) days, restore the Default Security as if no such deduction had occulTed.

(SKIP THIS SECTION 10.2 UNLESS SELLER SELECTED LETTER OF CREDIT
ALTERNA TIVEj

i 0.2 lJetttr of Credit Security. Seller shall post and maintain in an amoul1tequal to the

Default Security: (a) a guaranty from a party that satisfies the Credit Requirements, in a form
acceptable to PacifiCorp in its discretion, or (b) a Letter of Credit in favor of PacifiCorp. To the
extent PacifiCorp receives payment from the Default Security, Seller shall, within fifteen (15)
days, restore the Default Security as if no such deduction had occurred.
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¡SKU" THIS SECTI01"i HU UNLESS Sl'iLU'i!l SKLE:erED SKNKOR LiEN
ALTERNATIVEJ

J 0.3 Senior

Lien. Before the ScheduledComl1cl'ciaIOpelatiQnI)ate,Sellel'shallgrant

PacifiCorpa senior,.l.l1subordinatedJienon the

Facilty anditsasSetsaS secLII'ityJol'performance
a deed

of this Agreement by executing, açl(l1owledgingand.delivcringaisec..l.rÎly\agreement and

of trust or a mortgage, in a recordable form (each in a form satisfactory to PaciflCorp in the
reasonable exercise of its discretion). Pending deliverY~ft~e.seI1i()r lien to PaciflCorp, Seller
shall

not cause or permit the Facility or its assets to be burdenedbyJiens or other encumbrances

that would be superior to PacifiCorp's, other than. WOI'kers',lneç.hanics'¡ suppliers' or similar

liens, or tax liens, in each case arising in the ordinary course of business that are either not yet
due and payable or that have been released by means of apèrfoFrriarice bond posted within eight
(8) calendar days of

t()

the commencement of any proceeding

f()lecl()se the lien.

rSKIP THIS SECTION 10.4 UNLESS
ALTERNATIVE)
0.4 Step-in Rights (Operation by PaciflCorp Following

J 0.4.1 Prior to any termination of this Agreement due to an Event of Default of
Seller, as identified in Section 11, PacìfiCorp shall have the right, but not
the obligation, to possess, assume control of, and operate the Facility as

agent for Seller (in accordance with Seller's rights, obligations, and
interest under this Agreement) during the period pl'vided for herein.
Seller shall not grant any person, other than the lending institution
providing financing to the Seller for construction of the Facility ("Facility
Lender"), a right to possess, assume control of, and operate the Facilty
that is equal to or superior to PacifiCorp's right under this Section 10.4.
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J 0042 P'acifîCorpshall give SeUei.ten (i 0) caleiidar days notice in advance of the
conteniplatedexcrciseof PacifíCorp's rights under this Section 10.4.
Upon

11otice,Sellel'shall

such

coIlecfand

available at a convenient,

have

contracts, books, manuals,

central lòcation at the Fac.îIity all documents,

reports, andl'ecords' lequiredtöc6l1stlUct,opel'ate,' and maintain the
Facility in accordarice with Prudent ElectriCåI Ptactices. Upon such
notice, Pa.cifiCOI-P itsemplöyees, COl1tl'ctOrs,or designated third parties
the

shall have

unrestricted right to enter the Facility for the purpose of

constructing and/orOperating the Facility. Seller' hereby irrevocably

appoints PacifiCorp as Seller's attorney-in-fact for the exclusive purpose
of ex~cytingisu9i1 documeqts andtakingsucl'istheractions as PacifiCorp

may reasonably deem necessary or appropriate to exercise PacifíCorp's
step-in rights under this Section 10.4.

10.4.3 During any period that PacifiCorp is in possession of and constructing
and/or operating the Facility, no proceeds or other monies attributed to
operation
account

of the

ör ,otherwise provided to the

bet'emittedto

Facility shall

Default

of Seller until all Events of

of

have been cured.

Seller

that PacifiCorp p6s~~s~ioti~f and operating the

10.4.4 During any period

Facility, Seller shall retain legal title to and ownership of the Facility and
PacifiCorp shall assume possession, operation, and control solely as agent
f01'8elier.

(a) In the event PaciDS?rp is il1 possSs~iol1.anclcontroi of the Facility
for an interim period, Seller shall resume operation and PacifiCorp

shall relinquish its right to operate when Seller demonstrates to
PacifiCorp's reasonable satisfactionthat(it.wil remove those

to PåcifiCot'p's right to operate the

gl'undsthatoriginallygave rise
Facility,

above, inthåt Seller/(i)wili resume operation

aSplovided

of ....the... Facility... iii
Agrcement,

accordance

with/L

and.(ii)ihascured.any

whichallowedPacifiCorptoexercise its rights

Events

the

iprovisions of this
of Default of Seller

under this Section

10.4.

(b) hrtheeveiitthat PacifiC01pisijl1LpossessIollåndcontrol of the

Facility' for an 'iiitel'iinpedod,the FacilityiLei1der, 01' any nominee
01'

transferee theteof,mayföreclôseahd take

possession of and

operate the Facilitytu'ldPacifiCol1J shalll'elinquish its right to
operate when the Facility LenderOl'.any 111ninee 01' transferee
thereof, requests such relinquishment.
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10.4.5 PacifiCorp's exercise of its rights hereunder to possess and operate the
Facility shal I not be deemed an assumption by PaciflCorp of any liability
attributable to Seller. If at any time airel' exercising its rights to take
possession of and operate the Facility PaciflCorp elects to return such
possession and operation to Seller, PacifiCorp shall provide SelicI' with at
least fifteen (15) calendar days advance notice of the date PacifiCorp
intends to return such possession and operation, and upon receipt of such

notice Seller shall take all measures necessary to resume possession and
operation of the Facilty on such date,
SECTION 11: DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES

II.L Events of Default. The following events shall constitute defaults illder this
Agreement:

1 I. i .1 Breach of Material Term. Failure of a Party to perform any material
obligation imposed upon that Party by this Agi'eement (including but not

limited to failure by Seller to meet any deadline set forth in Section 2) or
breach by a Party of a representation or warranty set forth in this
Agreement.
11.1.2 Default on Other Agreements. Seller's failure to cure any default under

any commei'cial or financing agreements 01' instrument (including the
Generation Interconnection Agreement) within the time allowed for a cure
under such agreement or instrument.

11.1.3 lnsolvency. A Pai1y (n) makes an assignment for the benefit of its
creditors; (b) files a petition or otherwise commences, authorizes or
acquiesces in the commencement of a proceeding or cause of action under
any bankruptcy or similar law for the protection of creditors, or has such a
petition tied against it and sLlch petition is not withdrawn or dismissed

within sixty (60) days after such tiing; (c) becomes insolvent; or (d) is
unable to pay its debts when due.
1 i .1.4 Material Adverse Change. A Material Adverse Change has occurred with

respect to Seller and Seller fails to provide such performance assurances
as are reasonably requested by Pacií1Corp, including without limitation the

posting of additional Default Security, within thirty (30) days from the
date of such request;
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i I. i.5 J.lçJ.£lyed__~oll)11ercial OperatÌoJls,. Seiler's faÌluretö.. achieve the
Commercial Operation Date by the Scheduled Commercial Operation

Date.

Facility

Seller's

J. .1.6 UiiderdelLv.,!:Y. If

k W or less, Seller's failure to satisfy
or in

0 i'e

for

two

has a Facility

Capacity Rating of i 00

an Availability of fifty percent (50%)

(2) consecutive.years;.elseSeller's failure to satisfy an
for one year.

Ávailabil.ity of fifty percent (50%) or more

11.2

the eVent of any default hei'etindet,the non-defaulting Party

i..2.1 Notiee. In

must notify thedefaultingPartyìtlWdting ôfthecircUlristances indicating
the default and outlining the requilelìerits to cute thcdefault.

11.2.2 OiipoliunitytoCure.APartydefaultil1g uliderSeetionl 1.1.1 or 1 i. i.5
shálthave thirty

(30) days tocureaftetreceipt of proper notice from the

non~defaultingPaliy. Thisthiity(30)day pedodshallbe extended by
additional ninety
within the thirty
capable

an

(90) daysif(a)theüiillil'cal1l1ot reåsonably be cured
(30)

dayperiòd

despitediiigel1teffoits, (b) the default is

of beingcuredwithiritheadditionalninety(90) day period, and

(c) the defaulting PattycoiniTl.enCeS thecUle Withili the

original thirty (30)

day period and is at all time~ thereafter diligently and continuously

proceeding

i i .2.3 SelJ.etJ)efault Under Other Agreements. Seller shall cause any notices of
default under any of its commercial or financing agreements 01'
instruments to be sent by the other party to such agreements or

instl'l1ents, or immediately forwai'ded, to PacifiCorp as a notice in
accordance with Section 23.
1 i.2.4 ~eiier pelíuqüentonSoiistru~tioli-i'el~t~d. Einap~iaI()bligations. Seller

promptly shall notify PacifiCorp (01' cause PacífiCorp to be notified)
anytime it becomes delinquent under any construction related financing
agreement oriIìistt'ument l'e1ated tötheFacility... Such
delinquency may
constitute a Mate1'alAdvel'se CIHil1ge,slibject to Section! l. i .4.
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¡ J .3 Tern1i.mìÜ911,

11.3, I Notice oLIermil1ati9JJ. lf a default described herein has not been cured
within the prescribed time, above, the non-defaulting Party may terminate
this Agreement at its sole discretion by delivering written notice to the

other Party and may pursue any and all legal or equitable remedies
provided by law or pursuant to this Agreement; provided, however that

PacifiCorp shall not terminate: (a) for a default under Section 11..5
unless PacifiCorp is in a resource def1cient state during the period

Commercial Operation is delayed; or (b) for a default under Section
I 1. 1.6, unless such default is materiaL. The rights provided in Section 10
and this Section 11 are cumulative such that the exercise of one or more
rights shall

not constitute a waiver of any other rights. FUliher, the Paities

may by mutual written agreement amend this Agreement in lieu of a
Party's exercise of its right to terminate.

11.3.2 In the event this Agreement is terminated because of Seller's default and
Seller wishes to again sell Net Output to PacifiCorp following such
termination, PacifiCorp in its sale discretion may require that Seller shall
do so subject to the terms of this Agreement, including but not limited to
the Contract Pl'ce, until the Termination Date (as set forth in Section 2.4).
At such time Seller and PacifiCorp agree to execute a written document
rati fying the terms of this Agreement.

i 1.3.3 Damages. If this Agreement is terminated as a result of Seller's default,

Seller shall pay PacifiCorp the positive difference, if any, obtained by
subtracting the Contract Price from the Replacemen.t Price for the Average
Annual Genei'ation that Seller was otherwise obligated to provide at the

Guaranteed Availability for a period of twenty-four (24) months from the
date of termination, plus any cost incurred for transmission purchased to
delíver the replacement power to the Point of Delivery, plus the estimated
administrative cost to the utility to acquire replacement power. Amounts
owed by Seller pursuant to this paragraph shaii be due within five (5)
business days after any invoice from PacifiCorp for the same.
11.3.4 If

this Agreement is terminated because of Seller's default, PacifiCorp may
foreclose upon any security provided pursuant to Section 10 to satisfy any

amounts that Seller owes PacifiCorp arising from such default.

?~
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j 1 .4 Damages.
i 1.4. i FaiJ.m:e_..tQ_.J2eli.ver Net J)ut¡:LIJJ. In thc event of Seller default under

Subsection ll.1.5 or Subsection 11.1.6, then Seller shall pay PacifiCorp
the positive difference, if any, obtained by subtracting the Contract Price
frun1 thcReplacel1entPricefor any Output Shortfall (un.derSection 4.3)
dUl'ng the period of default ("Net Replacement Powel'Costs"); provided,
hól¡vever, that the positive difference obtail1ed by
Price

subtracting the Contract

from thcReplaccmen.t Price shall l10texceed the Contract Price, and

the period

of default Under this Section ii.4.1shall not exceed one

Contract Year.

1 i A.2. Recoupmentot' Dama~.

D~faultSë?Ui'ity~vailáble. IfSener has

posted Default Security,

PacifiCorp. may draw upon that security to satisfy any damages,

(b) Default Security Unavaitable. If Seller has not posted Dcfault
Secudty, or if PacifiCorp has exhausted the Default Secul'ty,

PacifiCorp may collect any remaining amount owing by paiiially

withholding futurc payments to Seller over a reasonable period of
time, which period shall not be less than the period over which the
default occurred. PacifiCorp and Seller shall work together in
good faith to establish the period, and monthly amounts, of such
withholding so as to avoid Seller's default on its commercial or
financing agreements necessary for its continued operation of the
Facility.
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LiEC'IJO~li...JNJ)lUViNjJilCAJJON AI'!!) UAmUTY
12.1 Indemnities.

12.1.1 Indemnity by Seller. Seller shall release, indemnify and hold harmless
PacifiCorp, its directors, offcers, agents, and repi'csentatives against and

fì'om any and all loss, fines, penalties, claims, actions 01' suits, including

costs and attorney's fees, both at trial and on appeal, resulting from, or
arising out of 01' in any way connected with (a) the energy delivered by
Seller under this Agreement to and at the Point of Delivery, (b) any
facilities on Seller's side of the Point of Delivery, (c) Seller's operation
andlor maintenance of the Facility, or (d) arising from this Agreement,
including without limitation any loss, claim, action or suit, for or on
account of injury, bodily or otherwise, to, 01' death of, persons, or for
damage to, 01' destruction or economic loss of property belonging to
PacifiCorp, Seller 01' others, excepting only such loss, claim, action or suit
as may be caused solely by the fault 01' gross negligence of PacifiCorp, its

directors, offcers, employees, agents or representatives.

12.1.2 Indemnity by PacifiCorp. PacifiCorp shall release, indemnify and hold
harmless Seller, its directors, offcers, agents, Lenders and representatives
loss, fines, penalties, claims, actions 01' suits,

against and from any and all

including costs and attorney's fees, both at trial and on appeal, resulting
from, or arising out of or in any way connected with the energy delivered
by Seller under this Agreement after the Point of Delivery, including
without limitation any loss, claim, action or suit, for or on account of
injury, bodily or otherwise, to, or death of, persons, or for damage to, 01'
destruction or economic loss of property, excepting only such loss, claim,
action 01' suit as may be caused solely by the fault 01' gross negligence of
Seller, its directors, offcers, employees, agents, Lenders 01'

representatives.

12.2 No Dedication. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create any duty
to, any standard of care with reference to, 01' any liability to any person not a Party to this
Agreement. No undertaking by one Party to the other under any provision of this Agreement
shall constitute the dedication of that Paiiy's system 01' any portion thereof to the other Patiy or to
the public, nor affect the status of PacifiCorp as an independent public utilty corporation 01'

Seller as an independent individual or entity.
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12.3 NoConscauentiaIDaniag~~. EXCEPT'ro THE EXTENT SUCI-I DAMAGES
ARE INCLUDED IN.. THE LIQUIDA'rED DAMAGES, DELAY DAMAGES, COST TO
COVER
DAMAGES
OR . OTHER.. SPECIFIED MEASURE OF DAMAGES EXPRESSLY
PROVIDED
FORlNTHIS AGREEMENT, NElTHER PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE
TOTHE

OTHER PARTY FOR SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INDIRECT, EXEMPI,ARY OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARE ALLOWED OR
PROVIDED BY CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY,
STATUTE OR OTHERWISE.

SECTION13:INSURANCE (FACILITIES OVER200KW ONLY)

1.1 Certificate~. Prior to connection of the Facility to PacìfiCorp's electric

system,

or

another utilty's electric system if delivery to PacifïCorp is to be accomplished by wheeling,
Seller sh~ll secure and col~tiniiously carry insurance in compliance with the requirei~ents of this
Section.

Seller

shall provide PacifiCorp insurancecertificate(s)

eqiiivålent) certifying

(of I1ACORD.. Form". or the

Seller's ......compliance with the iliSUl'ål1ce.. reatirerrelits. .hereurider.

Geliehü... Liability cbvei'agewl'ti:enon a.. I1claiI11s~111åde"basis, if ariY,shåll be
specifically identifïed on the certificate. If requested by PacifiCorp, a copy of each insu1'l.l'cé
policy, certified as a true copy by an authorized representative of
the issuing insurance company,
Commercia! .

shall be furnished to PacifïCorp.

13.2 Required Policies and Coverages. Without limiting any liabilities or any other
obligations of Seller under this Agreement, Seller shall secure and continuously carry with an

insurance company or companies rated not lower than "B+" by the A.M. Best Company the
insurance coverage specifïed below:

l3.2. Commercial. General Liabilityinsuratle, to includecontra.ctualliability,
with aininimum single limit of $1,000,000 toprotectaga.inst iandfromall
loss by l'eason of injury to. persons. or damage to
property bascdupol1 and
arising out of
the activity under
this
Agreement.

13.2.2 All Risk Property insurance providing coverage in an amount at least
equal to the full replacement value of the Facility against "all risks" of
physical loss or damage, including coverage for earth movement, flood,

and boiler and machinery. The Risk policy may contain separate sub~
limits and deductibles subject to insurance company underwriting
guidelines. The Risk Policy will be maintained in accordance with terms

available in the insurance market for similar facilities.
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l3.3 'T'he Commercial (ìenel'al Liability policy required herein shall include i)
provisions or endOrSelTlents naming PacífiCol'p, its Board of Directors, Offcers and employees
insurance applies separately to
instances where one insured
each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought, even in
claims against or sues another insured.

as additional insureds, and ii) cross liabilty coverage so that the

13.4 All liability policies required by this Agreement shall include provisions that such
insurance is primary insurance with respect to the interests of PacifiCorp and that any other
insurance maintained by PacifiCorp is excess and not contributory insurance with the insurance
that such
required hereunder,
and provisions
policies shall not be canceled or their limits of
liability reduced without 1) ten (10) days prior written notice to PacifiCorp if canceled for
nonpayment of premium, or 2) thirty (30) days prior written notice to PacifiCorp if canceled for
any other reason.
i 3.5 Insurance coverage provided on a "claims-made" basis shall be maintained by

Seller for a minimum period of five (5) years after the completion of this Agreement and for
such other length of time necessary to cover liabilities arising out of the activities under this
Agreement.

SECTION 14: F:ORCE MA'lEJ1RE

14.1 As used in this Agreement, "Force Majeure" or "an event of Force Majeure"
means any cause beyond the reasonable control of the Seller or of PacifiCorp which, despite the
exercise of due diligence, such Party is unable to prevent 01' overcome. By way of example,
Force Majeure may include but is not limited to acts of God, fire, flood, storms, wars, hostilties,

civil strife, strikes, and other labor disturbances, eaiihquakes, fires, lightning, epidemics,
sabotage, restraint by couit order or other delay or failure in the performance as a result of any
action or inaction on behalf of a public authority which by the exercise of reasonable foresIght

such Paity could not reasonably have been expected to avoid and by the exercise of due
diligence, it shall be unable to overcome, subject, in each case, to the requirements of the first
sentence of this paragraph. Force Majeure, however, specifically excludes the cost or

availability of fuel or motive force resources to operate the Facility or changes in market
conditions that affect the price of energy or transmission. If either Party is rendered wholly or in
pali unable to perform its obligation under this Agreement because of an event of Force Majeure,
that Party shall be excused from whatever performance is affected by the event of Force Majeure
to the extent and for the duration of the event of Force Majeure, after which such Patty shall re"
commence performance of such obligation, provided that;
J 4.1.1 the non-performing Party, shall, within two (2) weeks after the occurrence
of the Force Majeure, give the other Party written notÍCe describing the

paiticulars of the occurrence; and
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¡ 4.1.2 the suspension of performance shall be of no greater scope and of no
longer duration than is required by the event of Force Majeure; and

14.1.3 the

non-performing Party uses its best efforts to remedy its inability to
perform.

14.2 No obligations of either Party which arose before the Force Majeure causing the
suspensionofperf0ll1ance shall. be excused as a l'esült of theevci1tof Föi'ceMajeure.

settle any strike,.vvalkout,lockoutorother labor
dispute, are contrary to

14.3 Neither Party shal i be required to
dispute ontçrms which,

in the sole judgment of

the Party involved in the

the Party's best interests.

i 4.4 PacifiCorp may terminate the Agreement if Seller fails to remedy Seller's il1åbility

to perform, due to an event of Force Majcure, within six months after the occurrence of the
event.

SECTION 15: SEVERAL OBLIGATIONS

Nothing contained in this Agreement shall ever be construed to create an association, trust,
palinership or joint venturq.. ortqirnpûse. ati'~storp~l;tnership duty, ....qaligation or liability
between the Palties. If Seller includes two or more parties, each such paiiy shall be jointly and

severally liable for Seller's obligations under this Agreement.

OF

S.KCTION 16: CHOICE

LAW

This Agrecment shall be intcrprcted and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of
Oregon, excluding any choice of law rules may the application of the laws
another jurisdiction.

SECTION 17: PARTIAL INVALIDITY

It is not the intention of the Parties to violate any laws governing the subject matter of this
Agreement. If any of the terms of the Agreement are finally held or determined to be invalid,
ilegal or void as being contrary to any applicable law or public policy, all other terms of the
Agreement shall remain in effect. If any terms are finally held or determined to be invalid,
ilegal or void, the Parties shall enter into negotiations concerning the terms affected by such
decision for the purpose of achieving conformity with requirements of any applicable law and
the intent of the Parties to this Agreement.
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§EÇTIQ)~JßiWAI1tl~.R

Any waiver at any time by either Party of its rights with respect to a default under this
Agl'cemeùtorwith respect to anyötherinattersarisingiinconnectkmwiththisAgreemcnt must

be in writing, and such waiver shall not be deemed a waiver with respectto any subsequent
default Or other matter.

SECTION 19: GOVERNMENTAL JURISDICTIONS AND AUTHORIZATIONS.

This Agreement is subject to the jurisdiction of

those governmental agencies having control over

either Party or this Agreement. Seller shall at all times maintain in effect all local, state and
federal licenses, permits and other approvals as then may be required by law for the construction,
operation and maintenance of the Facility, and shall provide upon request copies of the same to
PacifiCorp.

SECTION 20: REPEAL OF PURPA
such termination is

This Agreement shall not
mandated by federal or state law.

This Agreement and all of the terms binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
either Party shall

respective successors and assigns8~tneig~rH~~..;~? a~si9.Wri~pt.h~reof by

being first obtained and such

become effective without the writtenconsentoftheûther Party
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld,

conditioned or delayed. Notwithstanding the

foregojlJbi;~i thor party .ina)iasa if.nti1.is.A.9rte.l1~nt;yyitl1()\. tthe ()tlieldp~i.t:y'sc.an~yntt() ~ ..Jencler

as part of~fin~ncÎng.tralJsactiQnHl aspart ()r.(~)a.s~¡e qfall ()rsup.staritially alLofthe.assignirig
Party's assets, or (b) a merger, consolidation or other reorganization of
the assigning.r:aity.

SECTION 22: ENTIRE AGH.EEMENT

22.1 This Agreement supersedes all prior agreements, proposals, representations,
negotiations, discussions or letters, whether oral or in writing, regarding PacifiCorp's purchase of
Net Output from the Facility. No modification of this Agreement shall be effective unless jt is
writing and signed by both Parties.
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22.2 By e;-.c;cuting this Agreement, SelicI' releases PacifiCorp frorn any claiîi1S, known
or unknown, that may havcai'isen pri6rto the Effective Date.

SECTION 23: NOTICES
as ..otherwise provided. in. this Agreement shall be .in \o1'Itìng,

23.1 All notices except

shall be directed as follows and shalL be considered delivered if delivered in person or when

deposited in the U.S. Måil, pöstageprcpaid by certified or tegisteredmail and return receipt
requested.
Notices

PacifiCoi'p

SelicI'

All Notices:

PacifiCorp
825 NE Multnomah Street

John Deere Renewables, LLC
6400 NW 86th Street

Portland, OR

Johnston, JA5013 I

97232

Attn: Contract Administration,
Phone: (503) 813" 5952
Facsimile: (503) 813 - 6291
Duns: 00-790-9013
n~
Federal Tax ID~'

Pho~~:877-53.Q-463 i

Facsimile: 515-267-4235
Email: jdrops@johndeere.col1

....
All

Invoices:

Scheduling:

(S¡Ül1C a.sstreet åddress àbove)

Jòhn Deere Renewables, LLC
6400NW 86th Street

Attn: Back Offúè, Sùite 700
Phone: (503) 813 - 5578
Facsimile: (503) 813-5580

Johnston, IA 5013 i

Phone: 5 J 5-267-4653
Fâcsiil1ile: 515-261-4235

(same as street address above)

Einail: Idracctg(ciohndeere.com
John Deere Renewables, LLC
6400 NW 86th Street

Attn: ResoUlce Planning, Suite 600
Phone: (503) 813 - 6090
Facsimìle: (503) 813 - 6265

Johnston, 1A 50131
Phone: 877-539-4631
Facsìmíle: 515-267-4235

Email: jdropsëaiohndecre.coll

Payments:

John Deere Renewables, LLC
6400 NW 86th Street
Johnston, IA 50131
Phone: 515-267-4653
Facsimile: 515-267-4235

(same as sti'eet address above)

Attn: Back Office, Suite 700
Phone: (503) 813 - 5578

Facsimile: (503) 813 - 5580

Email: jdracctg@johndeere.coin

Wire Ti'ansfcl':

Bank One N.A.

Information to be provided in separate letter

ABA:

and treated as confidentiaL.

ACeT:
NAME: PacifiCorp Wholesale
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Credit and Collections: (same as street address above)

Attn: Credit Manager, Suite 1900

Phone: (503) 813.5684
Facsimile: (503) 813 - 5609

John Deere Renewables, LLC
6400 NW 86th Street
Johnston, IA 50131
Phone: 515.267.4653
Facsimile: 515-267.4235
Email: jdracctg@johndecrc.com

With Additioniil Notices (same as street address above)
of an L¡;vent of Ðefiiult

01' Potential Event of
Default

to:

Attn: PacifiCorp General Counsel
Phone: (503) 813-5029
Facsimile: (503) 813.7252

John Deere Renewables, LLC
6400 NW 86th Street
Johnston, IA 50131
Phone: 515.267-3065
Facsimile: 515-267-4235
Email: jdrlegal@johndeere.com

23.2 The Parties may change the person to whom such notices are addressed, or their
addresses, by providing written notices thereof in accordance with this Section 23.

IN W1TNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed in their
respective names as of the date first above written.
Sellex
By:

Name: Rick Free

~r

Title: Manager
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Ilxuwrir A..l
DESCRIPTION OF SELLER'S FACILITY
ISellel.to Complete)
Seller's Fadl jty consists of 6. generatol'(s).

Manufacturer's Guaral1teedCut-inWind Speed I.ifapplicablel: 8.95 MPH
Facilty Capacity Rating: 9~900 kW

Assuinedal1bientconditi()l1satFaciHty CapacityRating: Reaches rated capacity at wind speed
of13MPS6r29.1 MPH
Identify the maximum output ofthcgenerator(s) and describe anydifferel1c.es between that
output and the Nameplate Capacity Rating. Maximum: 9,900 kW Explanation: None

Station service requirements, and other loads served by the Facilty, if any, are described
as follows: 256,000 Kwh pel' year

Location of the Facilty: The Facility is to be constructed in the vicinity of Boardman in
Morrow County, Oregon. The location is more particularly described as follows:
T2N R23E
SE Qtr S4, NE Qtr 89, NW Qtr S 1 0

Power factor requirements:
Rated Power Factor (PF) or reactive load (kVAR): 740
Unit Specification Notes:

A.1 . 1
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EXHWIT A,.Z
UNlr SPECIFICATIONS

or of Output Output kW kW

Synchronous Number Rated Rated vRoalttaegde Rated Current (A) MkVaAx Max Min

Unit Manufacturer & Model Induction Phases (kVA) (kW) (line to line) Stator Rotor Output Output Output

1. IVestasV-82 :J~~:J EJ I~~~~J~ @~.U 11740 111740111808 1@i.:JO

2. IVestasV-82 ~~nduct¡on 1 EJ ¡1808 111650 113X600 111740 lli~ 11808 I~O
3. IVestasV-82 ¡llnduction I EJ 11808 111650 113X600 1117401117401180 815 0

4. IVestasV-82 I EJ 11808 111650 113X600 I 11740118 11815 10
5. IVestas V-82 "Induction J I~J 11808.J ~ 13 X 600 111740 111740 111808 111815 10
6. IvestasV-82 I

¡induction I EJ 11808 111650 I §oo J 11740 111740 111808 I~O

A-2 - i
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EXHnnrB
SELLER'S INTERCONNECTION.FACILITIES
rSeller toplovide its

own

diagram and description:!

POINT OF llELIVERY / SELI!l~ltSlNTERCONNECJ'ION FACILITIES
Instructions to Seller:

Delivery

I. . Include description of point of metering, and Point of

2. Provide interconnection single linc drawing of Fåcility including any transmission facilities on Seller's side
of

the Point of

Delivery.

B-1
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Attachment 3 to DG1A

One-line Diagram Depic.ting the Gciicniting FiiCilty~ Intei'connection

Facilties, Metering Equipm.enti and Upgrades

DALREEP
SUB

To Creek
SIMTAG BOOSTER
~ 'Y

:)1\ 6kV
To

Wilow
Cove

'-3t-

PUMP SUB

~-3t-- D' t'b t'

~ t .. IS ri U lon

"" "" up grades

G 3tiil10S '~.. ~..~ ....................~

~...."'..'......~'.::.........

Point of ~~'" Company's
interconnecti r""".. ~'": lnterconnectì

on ¡ 9! ~n facilities

3 MILE CAN

YO" / ¡ f ¡

i
,
: J'~kV:
! : ~n
Customer
,
¡ Interconnecli
WIND SUS '~-i'":,-¡,t;;~...-.- c~~~~teo~f

¡ ? j ownership

,.._...... .___ ______.__._....._........____...__._...._._..___..___......_____....____ : : Interconnecti

¡ \ I\ I
\ \I \I\:

j 'i \,.0 " J. 'i J. 'i J. '7 ¡
J. nngJ. !Facilities
r -l :

! ~ (! (! \0 ~ ~: :

¡r;( r;( rX r;r r;r )-;: 1'7 T' ¡
L _~ _ ~~~ ~ .._....,.~.... ___ ~....... ~...... h"" _..~_.~.~6..5.. Nl~ ~~~~_ _~_ .._.._......_ ~ .......~ ........~

Generation Facility
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EXHJBfrC
REQUIRED

FACILITY DOCUMENTS

REQUIRED OF ALL FACILITIES
QF Certifïcation
Interconnection Agreement
Fuel

Supply Agreement,

if applicable

REQUIRED IF SELLER ELECTS TO GRANT SENIOR LIEN OR STEP-IN RIGHTS:
peed ol'Lease to Facility Premises

Preliminary Title Report öf Premises

Proofofownership ofFacility
Off-take sale agreements, e.g. surplus heatsaleconti'act, if applicable

Depending upon the type of Faci I ity and its specific characteristics,
Documents

additional Required

Facilty

maybe requested.

OTHER(ifany)
Generation Interconnection Agreement
QF Number: QF09-142-000

Addendum R .. Clarit1cation of Contract Prices

C..)
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AiiD~!:NlilIM R
(Clarification of Contract

Price )

This Addendum R is.hereby made. a. part of, and. clarifies certain terms in, the
Oregon Standard Firm Qualifying Facility Power Purchase Agreement for Intermittent
Resources 10 MW or L.ess (the "Agreement") entered into thC19thdayôfJurie,
2009,
by
and between Threellile Canyon Wind I, LLC, a Oregon limited .liabi1itycompany

("Selier") and PacifiCorp (d/b/a Pacific Power &. LighVCol1pany),an()regpn

corporation, acting in its regulated utility capacity ("PaçifiCQrp,,).Seller.andPacifiCorp
collectively

are at times referred to as a "Party" or

as the "Parties".

Whereas, the Agreement provides that PacifiCorpshallpaYSellertheFixed
Avoided Cost Price from PacifiCorp's Oregon Schedlile57.'Id~rifl('dScheduie37",
attached to the Agreement as Exhibit G) for fifteen years comiiel1cingontheSched~led
pay Sellerth.eFil'll Market Index
Initial Delivery Date, and thereafterPacifi Corp. shall
A. voided Cost Price; and
Whereas,the .

Fixed

Cost . Pricessetfol'th ini Schedule3 ?(in"Pricing

Avoided

and

Option 1 ", page 5) inadvertently omitted pricing for calendar years åftêryear 2023;

Avoided

Whereas, Seller is entitled under the Agreement to be paid the Fixed

Cost Price until June 18, 2024 (such day being exactly after the 2009

and

Scheduled Initial Delivery Date) ("Changeover Date");

2012

Whereas, the fied and approved Fixed years

through 2028 are set forth in columns "f' and "g" of Pricing Option 2, on page 6 of
Schedule 37; and

Whereas, the Parties wish to memorialize and document their agreement on the
Contract Prices throughout the term of the Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties do hereby declare and agree as follows:

1. Capitalized Terms. Except as otherwise specified herein, all capitalized
teriis in this Addendum R shall have the meaning set forth in the Agreement.
2. Contract Price during pel"od omitted from Pricing Option 1 in

Schedule 37. Commencing at 12:01 a.m. on January 1,2024, until the Changeover
Date, the Contract Price shall be as follows:
On-Peak Contract Price:

9.04 cents/kwh

Off-Peak Contract Price:

6.76 cents/kwh

From the Changeover Date until the Termination Date, the Contract Price shall be the
price specified by Section 5.2 of

the Agreement.
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3. ümt:ract Price. 'rho Parties hereby agree that the Contract Price during
term of

Contract Price, below.

the Agreement shall be the corresponding

Year

On-Peak:
~/k_Wh

Peak:
~/.kWh

2009
2010

7.11 5.62
7.21 5.59

2011

7.16

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

7.68 5.86
7.72 5.86
7.95 6.06

2021

2022
2023

2024, until Changeover
Date:

8.25

8.40
8.55
8.69
8.86
9.03
9.01
9.03
9.06

6.44
6.55
6.66
6.78
6.91
6.86
6.83
6.82

9.04 6.76

Price specit1ed by
Date until Termination Section 5.2 of
the
Date: Agreement

2024, fì'om Changeover

AGREED TOBY:

l\

::cii ~~=-') .,.~

Ii) \) ~

Threemile Canyon Wind 1, LLQ

By: ÆdJJ'~M!U/Ura

Name: ~:~~~gJìisw61d

Name: Rick: Free

Title: Director, Shürt- Tetm Odgimi.tion
and QF Contracts

Title: Manager
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SELLER'S MOTIVE FORCE PLAN

A. MONTHLY DELIVERY SCHEDULES ANDSCHEOULEDMAINTENANCE
Seller provide an estimate of the average monthly Net Output of the Facility, and explain the
basis for the estimate.

Month

AverageEnergy(kWh)

January

1,734,000kWh

February

1,449,OOOkWh

March

1,783,000 kWh

April

l,898,000kWh

May

2,01 l,OQOkWh

June

1,797,000 kWh

July

August
Septembei'

October

November
December

1 ,703,000

kWh

1,703,000

kWh

1

,589,00QkWh

1

,808,000 kWh

J ,750,000

kWh

l,783,000

Explanation: Wind speed data has not been collected at the In the absence of

on-site information, data from a 50 meter meteorological tower located in central Morrow
the Project was used
to determine the wind
County, approximately 22 miles southeast of
resource at the Project. A regression analysis was preformed between wind speeqçlata frointhe
Morrow County meteorological tower and the long-term reference
station at the Eastern Oregon
Regional airport near Pendleton, resulting in an R2 statistical correlation coefficient of 0.69,
indicating a tairc()rl"elatiopb~twyeiith~t'0()datasets..Terl'~ili modeling was performed to
location.
the lonwterm mean wind.speeds at hub heightJor each wind turbine

D-l _ 1
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K~XJnBrr D-2

ENGINEER'S CERTIFICATION
OF
MOTIVE FORCE PLAN
£elei:.12COY.id.e a wi'itten dec! ara.aQl.i.frQ)JJjJ.l,j~fnsed PWê:Siol1aLEngilll/fLJiLP.lJ.ÇjjJCQJ.2Jhç¡ubJLEqçjJi()llSJikdJ!
tglP/J.b./ßJf.IIc¿uJ.w:.gge condi U.Q!J--!'.IQI'eseeghLeJJ.yjjJJJhe..Í!Ú.1l1..úbj!LAgi~e,eJll!J.J:JìÚWl.í!/Jg..\')!!ei"s est imCl(ed

?Ji¿ei:(lgg~..J1W2;'Íll?WlÅ...qtId.illlLti.J1lll.NiiIQ1.a¡2.H(.

D-2.. 1
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Farm

Diane
/!1'2.

Project Descriptiol1

The Three Mile Canyon Wind Farm is an operational 9.9 MW wind energy facility owned by
JOIUl Deere Rei.1ewablesJ LLC ("Project"), Itis comprised of 6 Vestas V82 wind turbines, each
having a rated power

of 1.65 MW and a hub

height of80 meters above gnicle leveL.

Wind Resource

Wind speeciçlatahas not been collectedattheProjectloccition, In the absence of On-site
informatioadatafi'oi; a 50 m ineteorologicaL(Met)towerlocated in central 1Yon'ow County,
prQject,vvas
used to determine the wind resource at the
Project. A regressiol1 analysis was pJ'eformedb.etweenwind speed data from the Morrow
County Met toweumçl the long-term re£erencestationat the Eastei:n Oregon Regional airport
approximately 22iniJes southeast of the

near Pend

IetolÏ¡ resulting in an R2 statistlcalcorrelationcoeffcient of 0.691 indicGlting a fair

correlation between the two datasets, Tel'ail\1l1odelÌJ1gwas performed to estimate the long-

term mean wind speeds at hub height fox eachwindturbine location,
Due to the distólnce and relative complexity of/difference in the terrain between the two
locations, RMTassigned an uncertainty. forthehorizontal extrapolation of the long-term
average wind speed at the Met tower to the Project site.
Turbine Energy

Estimates

The wind speed data and the power curve for the Vestas V82 were used to calculate the longterm mean gross energy production for each turbine i.n the Project. Loss factors were then

each tl.l'bine. Array and topographic losses were
calculated, and icing losses were estim.ated based onlocaJ climatology. Other loss factors were
assurned, basedonRMT's industry experience. '111e annual average net energy production was
applied to produce net energy estimates for

calculated to be

24/256 MWh/yeal'.

The uncei'tçiintyin project mitput was evaluçited,with.higher than usual unc(::l'tainty due to the
Jack of on-site Met to\,ver datÐ. The Project energy pl'odu.ction over the Project lifetime (20
years) is antidpated to be 21.,007 MWh/year at the P90 leveL.

I: I WI'MHNII')'I'IOM)8l0SI(1I Ii.0008iOSOI.(¡Q7..l)()C ,,1~,/(i9
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'f1ïi'ec.'m'liie Ganyon Wind ¡, LLG
Forecast to PacifîCorp

lVodel: Vestas V.82 . 1.65IVIV\
P90

Test
Enerqy

May-09

Jun-09

Losses

Availability

GI'SS
Capacity
Factor

4.7%
4.7%

30.0%
60.0%

30.2%
27.8%

bays/mo.

Hrs/mo

Nameplate
Capacity

31

744

9.9

31

744

9.9

Forecast
635
1173
1808

Total

P90

Gross

.E
Contract
Yi

July-09
August-09
September-09
October-09
November-09
December-09

Losses

Availabilty

4.7%
4.7%
4.7%
4.7%
7.2%
8.5%

70.0%
70.0%

80.%
90.0%
95.0%
95.0%

Capacity
Factor
25.5%
25.5%
24.6%
27.1%
27.8%
27.8%

Days/mo.

Hrslmo

30

720

31

744

30

720
744

31

30

720
744

Namoplato
Capacity
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9

Forecast
1215
1255
1338
171:3

1760
1783
5520

Tolal

P90

Availabilty
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%
95.0%

Second
Contract
Year

Gross
Capacity
Factor

Days/mo.

25.%

31

24.6%

30

Hrslrno
744
672
744
720
744
720
744
744
720

27_1%

31

744

27.8%

30

27.8%

31

720
744

27.1%
25.1%
27.8%
29.4%
30.2%
27.8%
25.5%

31

28
31

30
30
31

Nameplate
Capacity

Forecast

9.9
9.9

1449

9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9

1783
1898
2011

1797
1703

1589
1808
1750
1783

21007

Total

A\erågeAnnuai Geiieratioii
Test Energy

First Contract Year
Second Contract Year

1808
5520
21007
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EJUHBffE
START-UP TESTING

Required factory testing includes such checks and tests necessary to determine that the
equipment systems and subsystems have been properly manufactured and installed, function
properly, and are in a condition to permit safe and efficient start-up ofthc Facility, which may
incliide but al' not limited to (as applicable): (Scllcr identify appropl'atc tests)

i.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Pressure tests of all steam system equipment;
Calibration of all pressure, level, flow, temperature and monitoring instruments;
Operating tests of all valves, operators, motor starters and motor;
Alarms, signals, and fail-safe or system shutdown control tests;
Insulation resistance and point-to-point continuity tests;
Bench tests of all protective devices;
Tests required by manufacturer of equipment; and
Complete pre-parallel checks with PacifiCorp.

Required start-up tests are those checks and tests necessary to determine that all features and
equipment, systems, and subsystems have been properly designed, manufactured, installed and
adjusted, function properly, and are capable of operating simultaneously in such condition that
the Facility is capable of continuous delivery into PacifiCorp's electrical system, which may
include but are not limited to (as applicable):

2.

Turbine/generator mechanical runs including shaft, vibration, and be
temperature measurements;
Running tests to establish tolerances and inspections for final adjustment of

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Brake tests;
Energization of transformers;
Synchronizing tests (manual and auto);
Stator windings dielectric test;
Armature and l1eld windings resistance tests;

8.

Load rejection tests in incremental stages from 5,25, 50, 75 and lOO percent load;
Heat runs;

1.

bearings, shaft run-outs;

9.
10.
J 1.

12.
13.

l4.
l5.
16.

17.

Tests required by manufacturer of equipment;
Excitation and voltage regulation operation tests;
Open circuit and short circuit; saturation tests;
Governor system steady state stability test;
Phase angle and magnitude of all PT and CT secondary voltages and currents to
protective relays, indicating instruments and metering;
Auto stop/start sequence;
Level control system tests; and
Completion of all state and federal environmental testing requirements.

E -j
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A
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,JoM Deere Wind Ener~JY

6400 NW 86th Sheet
Johnston,IA 50131

WitH) ËNfHG¥

EXHIHITF
Sene.. Authorization to Release Generation Data to PacifiCorp

Transmission Services
Attn: Director, Transmission Services
825 NE Multnomah, Suite 1600
Portland, OR 97232

RE: Q0071 Interconncctìon Request
Deal'

Sir:

Threemile Canyon Wind, LtC hereby voluntarily authorizes PaciflCorp.s Tl'ansmission
business unit to share. Thl'eemile Canyon Wind, LLCs generator intercot1l1ectIöll

infotmation and generator meter data with Marketing Aff1late employees ofPacifiCol'
Bnergy, including, but hot limited to those in the Commercial and Tradingg1'oup.
Threemile Canyon Wind, LLC acknowledges that PacifiCorp did not pl'vide it any
preferences, either operational or rate-related, in exchange for this voluntá.iyconsent.

,./
.
¿...-:..../ " ,lAÁ, /
/,L...,.

./ . 2"'-~'
_.,~.
;/~"~)'"

.-..0 /Crv v\A_Name

.j
.AÅ. I'I~
lf7if

(p#lr~O!

Måtiger
Tite

-J, .z~

._.,._-...l._ '_1
Date
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EXrHBlTG
Summary of Applicable Schedule 37 Prices
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Available
To owners of Qualifying Facilities making sales of electricity to the Company inthe State of Oregon.

Applicable
For power purchased from Qualifying Facilities with a nameplate capacity of 10,000 kW or less or
generating facilty using the same motive force, owned or

that, together with any other electric

controlled by the same person(s) or affiliated person(s), and located at the same site, has a
nameplate capacity of 10,000 kW or less. Owners of these Qualifying Facilities wil be required to
enter into a written power sales contract with the Company.

Definitions

Cogeneration Facilty
A facility which produces electric energy together with steam orother form of useful energy (such as

heat) which are used for industrial, commercial, heating or cooling purposes through the sequential
use of energy.

Qualifying Facilities
Qualifying cogeneration facilities or qualifying small power production facilities within the meaning of
section 201 and 210 of

the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), 16 U.S.C. 796 and

824a~3.

Small Power Production Facilty
A facility which produces electric energy using as a primary energy source biomass, waste,
renewable resources or any combination thereof and has a power production capacity which,
together with other facilities located at the same site, is not greater than 80 megawatts.

On-Peak Hours or Peak Hours
On-peak hours are defined as 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Pacific Prevailng Time Monday through

Saturday, excluding NERC holidays.

Due to the expansions of Daylight Saving Time (DST) as adopted under Section 110 of the U.S.
Energy Policy Act of 2005, the time periods shown above will begin and end one hour later for the
period between the second Sunday in March and the first Sunday in April and for the period between
the last Sunday in October and the first Sunday in November.

Off.Peak Hours
All hours other than On-Peak.

West Side Gas Market Index
The monthly indexed gas price shall be the average of the price indexes published by Platts in "Inside

FERC's Gas Market Report" monthly price report for Northwest Pipeline Corp. Rock Mountains,
Northwest Pipeline Corp. Canadian Border, and Rockies/Northwest Stanfield, OR.

Excess Output
Excess output shail mean any increment of Net Output delivered at a rate, on an hourly basis,

exceeding the Facility Nameplate Capacity. PacifiCorp shall pay Seller the Off-peak Price as
described and calCLllated under pricing option 5 for all Excess Output.
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Same Site
Generating facilities are considered to be located at the same site as the QF for which qualification for the

standard rates and standard contract is sought if they are located within a five-mile radius of any
generating faciiities or equipment providing fuel or motive force associated with the QF for which
qualification for the standard rates and standard contract is sought.

Person(s) or Affilated Person(s):
A natural person or persons or any legal entity or entities sharing common ownership. management or
acting jointly or in concert with or exercising influence over the policies or actions of another person or

entity. Two facilties will not be held to be owned or controlled by the same person(s) or affiliated
person(s) solely because they are developed by a single entity. Two facilities wil not be held to be
owned or controlled by the same person(s) or affiliated person(s) if such common person or persons is a

"passive investor" whose ownership interest in the QF is primarily related to utilizing production tax
credits, green tag values and MACRS depreciation as the primary ownership benefit. A unit of Oregon
local government may also be a "passive investor" If the local governmental unit demonstrates that it will
not have an equity ownership interest in or exercise any control over the management of the QF and that
its only interest is a share of the cash flow from the QF, which share will not exceed 20%. The 20% cash

flow share limit may only be exceeded for good cause shown and only with the prior approval of the
Commission.

Shared Interconnection and Infrastructure:
QFs otherwise meeting the separate ownership test and thereby qualified for entitlement to the standard
rates and standard contract will not be disqualified by utlizing an interconnection or other infrastructure
not providing motive force or fuel that is shared with other QFs qualifying for the standard rates and
standard contract so long as the use of the shared interconnection complies with the interconnecting

utility's safety and reliability standards, interconnection contract requirements and Prudent Electrical
Practices as that term is defined in the interconnecting utility's approved standard contract.

Dispute Resolution:
Upon request, the QF will provide the purchasing utility with documentation verifying the ownership,
. management and financial structure of the QF in reasonably sufficient detail to allow the utility to make an
initial determination of whether or not the QF meets the above.described criteria for entitlement to the
standard rates and standard contract. Any dispute concerning a QF's entitlement to the standardrates
and standard contract shall be presented
to the Commission for resolution.

(Continued)
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Self Supply Option
Owner shall

elect to sell all Net Output to PacifiCori:rand purchåseits full' electric requirements from
to its heeds
at the Facility site to PacifiCorp and purchase partial

PacifiCorp or sell Net Output surplus

electric requirements service from PacifiCorp, in accordäricéwith itheterrnsand cbnditibnsof the
power purchase agreement and the appropriate retail service.

Pricing Options
1. ' Fixed

Avöided Cost Prices

Pricesai-efixèd at the

time thatthe dontra.dissighed bybótli the

Qualifying

FacilitYênd the

Company and will not change during the term of the contract. Fixed Avoided Cost Prices are
available for a contract term of up to 15 years and,pri8)l~updera, longerterl1contt"~ct.(upto 20
years) .,will ther~after be, under either tne. Firm§le?triclndex,.. the Band~d Gas Market Indexed
Avoided Cost Prices or the Gas Market Indexed Avoided Cost PrIces.
2. Gas Market Indexed Avoided Cost Prices

Fixed prices apply during the resource sufficiency period (2007 through 2011), thereafter a portion of
avoided cost prices are indexed to actual monthly West Side Gas Market Index prIces. The remaining
portion of avoided cost prices will be fixed at the time that the contract Is signed by both the

Qualifying Facility and the Company and will not change during the term of the contract. Prices are
available for a term of up to 20 years,

3. Banded Gas Market Indexed Avoided Cost Prices
Fixed prices apply during the resource sufficiency period (2007 through 2011), thereafter a portion of
avoided cost prices are indexed to actual monthly West SIde Gas Market Index prices. The remaining
portion of avoided cost prices will be fixed at the time that the contract is signed by both the

Qualifying Facility and the Company and will not change during the term of the contract. The gas
indexed portion of the avoided cost prices are banded to limit the amount that prices can vary with
changes in gas prices. Prices are available for a term of up to 20 years.

4. Firm Market Indexed Avoided Cost Prices
Firm market index avoided cost prices are available to Qualifying Facilities that contract to deliver firm

power. Monthly on-peak I off-peak prices paid are a blending of Dow Jones Index Firm day-ahead
Mid-Columbia, California Oregon Border (COB), Four Corners and Palo Verde on-peak and off-peak
prices. The monthly blending matrix is available upon request.
5. Non~fÎrm Market Index Avoided Cost Prices

Non- Firm market index avoided cost prices are available to Qualifying Facilities that do not elect to
provide fIrm power. Qualifying Facilities taking this option will have contracts that do not include
minimum delivery requirements, default damages for construction delay, for under delivery or early
termination, or default security for these purposes. Monthly On-Peak I Off-Peak prices paid are a
blending of Dow Jones Index Non-firm day-ahead Mid-Columbia, California Oregon Border (COB),
Four Corners and Palo Verde on-peak and offMpeak prices. The monthly blending matrix is available

upon request.
(Cohtinued)
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Monthly Payments
A Qualifying Facility shall select the option of payment at the time of signing the contract under one of
three Pricing Oplíons as specified above. Once an option is selected the option will remain in effect
for the duration of the Facllity's contract.

Fixed Avoided Cost Prices
In accordance with the terms of a contract with a Qualifying Faciliy, the Company shall pay for all
separately metered kilowatt-hours of On-Peak and Off-Peak generation at the fixed prices as
provided in this tariff. The definition of On.Peak and Off-Peak is as defined in the definitions section
of this tariff.

Gas Market Indexed Avoided Cost Prices
In accordance with the terms of a contract with a Qualifying Facility, the Company shall pay for all
separately metered kilowatt.hours of On-Peak and Off-Peak generation at On-Peak and Off-Peak
prices calculated each month.

To calculate the Off-Peak price, multiply the West Side Gas Market Index price in $/MMBtu by 0.727

to get actual gas price in cents/kWh, The Off.Peak Energy Adder is added to the actual gas price to
get the Off-Peak Price.

The On-Peak price is the Off-Peak price plus the On-Peak Capacity Adder.

Banded Gas Indexed Avoided Cost Prices
In accordance with the terms of a contract with a Qualifying Facility, the Company shall pay for all
separately metered kilowatt.hours of On-Peak and Off-Peak generation at On-Peak and Off-Peak
prices calculated each month.

To calculate the Off-Peak price, multiply the West Side Gas Market Index price in $/MMBtu by 0.727
to get actual gas price in cents/kWh. This price is banded such that the actual gas price shall be no
lower than the Gas Market Index Floor nor greater than the Gas Market Index Ceiling as listed in the
price section of this tariff. The Off-Peak Energy Adder is added to the actual gas price to get the OffPeak Price.

The On-Peak price is the Off-Peak price plus the On-Peak Capacity Adder.

Firm Market Indexed and Non-firm Market Index Avoided Cost Prices
In accordance with the terms of a contract with a Qualifying Faciliy, the Company shall pay for all
separately metered kilowatt-hours of On-Peak and Off-Peak generation at the market prices

calculated at the time of deliveiy, The definition of On-Peak and Off-Peak is as defined in the
definitions section of this tariff.
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AvoIded Cost Prices
Pricing Option 1 - Fixed Avoided cost Prices Ø/I(Wh

Deliveries
During
Calendar
YeaI'

On-Peak
Energy
Price

Oft~Peak
Energy
Price

(a) (b)
2007
2008
2009
2010

5.56
5,70
5.62
5.59
5.42
5.86
5.86
6.06
6:32
6.44
6.55
6.66
6.78

6.65
7.06
7.J 1

7.21
7.16
7.68
7.72
7.95
8.25

2011

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

SAO

8.55
8.69
8.86
9.03

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

6.91

6.86
6.83
6.82

9.01

9.03
9.06
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Avoided Cost Prices (Continued)
Pricln 0 tion 2 - Gas Market
Deliveries
During

Fixed Prices
On-Peak

Estimated Prices (3)

Off.Peak

West Side Gas
Market Index

Calendar

Energy

Energy

Year

Price

Priee

(a)

(b)

Capacity Costs / (0.876

- 85.4% ~ 57%\
6.65

5.56

2008

7.06

5.70

2009

7.1!

5.62

2010

7.21

5.59

201 I

7.16

5.42

Energy

$/MMBlU

Price

Price

(e)

(l

(g)

(g) + (c)

((e) - 0.727) of
(d)

(çl)

Avoided Firm

2007

Energy

¡'rice 2)
(0)

Peak

Oil-Peak Off.

Total Avoided
e
Costs (()'

Marlwl Based ¡'rices
2007 through

20 ii

1.2
1.5

0.50

$7.37

7,68

5.86

2013

0-51

$7.36

7.72

5.86

2014

L89

0.52

$7.62

7.95

6.06

2015

1.93

0.54

$7.96

8.25

632

2016

1.96

$8.10

8.40

6.44

2012

2017

2.00

0.56

$8.24

8.55

6.55

2018

2.04

0.56

$8.38

8.69

6.66

2019

2_08

$8.54

8.86

6.78

2020

2.12

$8.70

9.03

6.91

2021

2.!6

0.59

$8_62

9.01

6.86

2022

2.20

0.61

$8.56

9.03

6.83

2023

2.24

0.61

$8.54

9.06

6.82

2024

2.28

0.62

$8.45

9.04

6.76

2025

2.32

0.63

$8.38

9_04

6.72

2026

2.37

0.64

$8.30

9.04

6.67

2027

2.41

0.65

$832

9.!!

6.70

0.66

$8.38

9.2!

6.75

2028

2.46

.

...

(I) Avoided Firm Capacity Costs arc eaualto the fixed costs of a SCCT as identified in the Company's 2007 ¡RP.
(2) A heat rate of

0.727 is used to adjust gas prices from $/MMBtu to ¡(/kWh

(3) Estimated avoided cost prices based upon forecast West Side Gas Market Index prices.

Actual prices will be calculated eaeh month using actual index gas prices.
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Avoided Cost Prices (Continued)

M

kid

Pricing Option 3 - Banded Gas Mar et n exed Avoided Cost Prices j!/1(Wh
Deliveries

On,Peak

During

--

Fixed Prices

Banded Gas Market Index

Off.Peak

On.Peak

Orf.Peak

Forecast

Gas Market Index

Estimated Prices (3)

West Side Gas

On,Pe¡lk

Ofr.Peak

Energy

Energy

Calendar

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Energy

Floor

Ceiling

Market Index

Year

Price

Price

Addcr (I)

Adder

90%

110%

$/MMBtu

Price

Price

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(J)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Avoided Finn
Capaci ty Costs
1(0.876 *

Total
Avoided

(g) * 0.727'

(g) * 0.727 ·

Encrgy Costs

90%

110%

85.4%. 57%)

. ((e) * 0.727)

2007

6.65

5.56

2008

706

5.70

Market Based Prices

2009

7.11

562

2007 through 20 Ii

2010

7.21

5.59

2011

7.16

5.42

Price (2)

MfN(MAX(((g) ·

(i);. (c)

0.727), (e)), (0)
;. (d)

2012

1.82

0.50

4.82

5.89

$7.37

7.68

5.86

2013

1.85

0.51

4.82

5.89

$736

7.72

5.86

2014

189

0.52

4.99

6.09

$7.62

7.95

6.06

2015

1.93

0.54

5.21

6.37

$7.96

8.25

6.32

2016

1.96

0.55

5.30

6.48

$8.10

8.40

6.44

2017

2.00

0.56

5.39

6.59

$8.24

8.55

6.55

2018

204

0.56

5.48

6.70

$8.38

8.69

6.66

2019

2.08

057

5.59

6.83

$8.54

8.86

6.78

2020

2.12

0.59

5.69

6.96

$8.70

9.03

6.91

2021

2.16

0.59

5_64

6.89

$8.62

9.01

6.86

2022

2.20

0.61

5.60

6.85

$8.56

9.03

6.83

2023

2.24

0.61

5.59

6.83

$8.54

9.06

6.82

2024

2_28

0.62

5.53

6_76

$8.45

9.04

6.76

2025

2.32

0.63

5.48

6.70

$8.38

9.04

6.72

2026

2.37

0.64

5.43

6.64

$8.30

9_04

6.67

2027

2.41

0.65

5.44

6.65

$8.32

9.11

6.69

2028

2.46

0.66

5.48

6.70

$8.38

9.21

6.75

"

(I) Avoided hrm Capacity Costs are equal to the fixed costs of a sccr as idcntified 11 (he Company's 2007 ¡RI'.
(2) A heat rate of

0.727 is uscd

to adjust gas ))riees from $/MM13tu to ii/kWh

(3) Estimated avoided cost prices based upon forecast West Side Gas Marketliidex prices.

Actual prices will be calculated each month using actual index gas prices.
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Example of Gas Pricing Options available to the Qualifying Facility
An example of the two gas pricing options using different assumed gas prices is provided
of this tariff.
Qualifying Fa s Contracting Procedure

Interconn and er purchase agreements are handled by different functions within the
Compan rconne agreements (both transmission and distribution level voltages) are
handled Camp's transmission functíon (PacifiCorp Transmission Services) while power
purchase agreements are handled by the Company's merchant function (PacifiCorp Commercial and
Trading).

It is recommended that the owner initiate its request for interconnection 18 months ahead of the
anticipated in-service date to allow time for studies, negotiation of agreements, engineering,

procurement, and construction of the required interconnection facilities. Early application for
interconnection will help ensure that necessary interconnection arrangements proceed in a timely
manner on a parallel traek with negotiation of the power purchase agreement.
1. Qualifying Facilties up to 10,000 kW

APPLICATION: To owners of existing or proposed QFs with a design capacity less than or
equal to 10,000 kW who desire to make sales to the Company in the state of Oregon. Such owners
wîl be required to enter into a written power purchase agreement with the Company pursuant to the
procedures set forth below.
i. Process for Completing a Power Purchase Agreement

A, Communications
Unless otherwi ireeted by the Company, all communications to the Company regarding

OF power purch agreements should be directed in writing as follows:
Pacific Power & Light Company

Manager-OF Contracts
825 NE Multnomah St, Suite 600
Portland, Oregon 97232
The Company will respond to all such communications in a timely manner. If the Company is
unable to respond on the basis of incomplete or missing information from the QF owner, the
Company shall indicate what additional information is required. Thereafter, the Company will
respond in a timely manner following receipt of all required information.

B. Procedures
1. The Company's approved generic or standard form power purchase

agreements may be obtained from the Company's website at
www.pacificorp.com. or if the owner is unable to obtain it from the website,
the Company will send a copy within seven days of a written request.
2. In order to obtain a project specific draft power purchase agreement the

owner must provide in writing to the Company, general project information
required for the completion of a power purchase agreement, including, but
not limited to:
(a) demonstration of ability to obtain QF status;

(Continued)
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B. Procedures (Continued)
b) design capacity (MW), station service requirements, and net amount of

power to be delivered to the Company's electric system;
c) generation technology and other related technology applicable to the site;

d) proposed site location;
e) schedule of monthly power deliveries;
f) calculation or determination of minimum and maximum annual deliveries;
g) motive force or fuel plan;

h) proposed on-line date and other significant dates required to complete the
milestones;
i) proposed contract term and pricing provisions (i,e.,fixed, deadband, gas

indexed);
j) status of interconnection or transmission arrangements;
k) point of delivery or interconnection;

3. The Company shall provide a draft power purchase agreement when all
information described in Paragraph 2 above has been received in writing

from the OF owner. Within 15 business days following receipt of all
information required in Paragraph 2, the Company wil provide the owner
with a draft power purchase agreement including current standard avoided

cost prices and/or other optional pricing mechanisms as approved by the
Oregon Public Utilities Commission in this Schedule 37.
4. If the owner desires to proceed with the power purchase agreement after

reviewing the Company's draft power purchase agreement, it may request in
writing that the Company prepare a final draft power purchase agreement. In
connection with such request, the owner must provide the Company with any

additional or clarified project information that the Company reasonably
determines to be necessary for the preparation of a final draft power
purchase agreement Within 15 business days following receipt of all
information requested by the Company in this paragraph 4, the Company will
provide the owner with a final draft power purchase agreement.
5

After reviewing the final draft power purchase agreement, the owner may
either prepare another set of written comments and proposals or approve the
final draft power purchase agreement. If the owner prepares written

comments and proposals the Company will respond in 15 business days to
those comments and proposals.
6.

When both parties are in full agreement as to all terms and conditions of the
draft power purchase agreement, the Company will prepare and forward to

the owner within 15 business days, a final eXecutable version of the
agreement. Following the Company's execution a completely executed copy
will be returned to the owner. Prices and other terms and conditions in the

power purchase agreement wil not be final and binding until the power
purcI18se agreement has been executed by both parties.
._"......_"...."'....~...,.."--...~......-~--~.~.,~~..~......._.._........._,......,".'.~........~.....~...,--~..-
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If. Process for Negotiating InterconnectIon Agreements

(NOTE: Section II applies only to QFs connecting directly to PacifiCorp's electrical system.
An off-system QF should contact its local utilty or transmission provider to determine the
interconnection requirements and wheeling arrangement necessary to move the power to
PacifiCorp's system.)

In addition to negotiating a power purchase . tending to make sales to the
Company are also required to enter into an agreement that governs the
physical interconnection of the project to the 0 pa ission or distribution system.

The Company's obligation to make purchases fro is conditioned upon the OF

completing all necessary interconnection arran It is recommended that the owner
initiate its request for interconnection 18 months of the anticipated in-service date to
help ensure that necessary interconnection arrangements proceed in a timely manner on a
parallel track with negotiation of the power purchase agreement.
Because of functional separation requirements mandated by the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission, interconnection and power purchase agreements are handled by different

functions within the Company, Interconnection agreements (both transmission and

distribution level voltages) are handled by the Compa . ansmission function (including but

not limited to PacifiCorp Transmission Services) ower purchase agreements are

handled by the Company's merchant function (i but not limited to PacifiCorp's
Commercial and Trading Group).

A. Communications
Initial communications regarding interconnection agreements should be directed to the
Company in writing as follows:

PacifiCorp
Director - Transmission Services
825 NE Multnomah St, Suite 1600
Portland, Oregon 97232
Based on the project size and other characteristics, the Company wil direct the QF owner to
the appropriate individual within the Company's transmission function who will be responsible
for negotiating the interconnection agreement with the QF owner. Thereafter, the OF owner

should direct all communications regarding interconnection agreements to the designated
individual, with a copy of any written communications to the address set forth above.

8. Procedures
Generally, the interconnection process involves (1) initiating a request for interconnection, (2)
undertaking studies to determine the system impacts associated with the interconnection and
the design, cost, and schedules for constructing any necessary interconnection facilities, and

(3) executing an interconnection agreement to address facility construction, testing,

acceptance, ownership, operation and maintenance issues. Consistent with PURPA and
Oregon Public Utility Commission regulations, the owner is responsible for all interconnection

costs assessed by the Company on a nondiscriminatory basis. For interconnections
impacting the Company's Transmission and Olstributionßystem, the Company will process
the interconnection application through PacifiCorp Transmission Services.
(Continued)
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Peter Solomon ~peter@momentumre.com~
Friday, July 14, 2006 8:38 AM

From:

Sent:

Griswold, Bruce

To:

bxgr@deainc.com;jessica@momentumre.com
re: Load pocket Issue

Cc:

Subject:
Bruce,
Thanks for the Info.

Peter C Solomon

Momentum Renewable Energy
2100 SW River Parkway

. Portland, OR 97201
office (503) 499-0386
mobile (503) 201-8258
peter@momentumre.com

..___..__..-...-....-..-,--,,-..-..--"'-'I..-..------..H---~..---1f.'l\V..----....--From: "Griswold, Bruce" C:Bruce.GrISWold@paClfièorp.com)o

Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2006 4:42 PM
To: peter@momentumre.com
Subject: Load Pocket Issue

Peter
I talked briefly with Lisa Schwarz at the OPUC. She was at a conference and would get back to me early next
week with a more detailed answer but her general view was that the prices for the standard
QF could not be
transmission
adjusted but the prices in the non-standard QF could be adjusted to reflect the impact of

constraints. What she wanted to investigate Monday when she returned was how transmission costs are treated
for the standard QF when there is a constraint like this. She thought there was three options:

o Curtailment of the generation if generation exceeds load
o QF pays for incremental transmission to move power to another location on PacifiCorp system
o Price adjustment when PacifiCorp has to back down a lower cost resource and accept the QF
power.
I should hear some more first of the week. She was also wiling to have a bigger discussion once she had

researched the issue.
Regards, Bruce
Bruce Griswold
PacifiCorp C& T

603.813.5218
503.813.6260 FAX
503.702.1445 CELL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _.. This email

is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee.
Access to this email by anyone else, unless expressly approved by the sender or an
anthorized addressee, is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any
1
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PaclfiCorp C& T

503.813.5218
503.813.6260 FAX
503.702.1445 CELL

From:

Sent:
To:

ec:
Subject:

Portouw, Jim (Mkt Affliate)
Friday, March 09, 2007 1:45 PM

GrIswold, Bruce (Mkt Affliate)
Kusters, Stacey (Mkt Affliate); Ellzeh, Edison (Mkt Affliate)
Ri:: Three Mile Canyon Wind QF power Purchase Agreements

Bruce,
To make the BPA request I wil need a start date. what do you want to use? I wil then request 13 MW of PTP
transmission from Dalreed to Troutdale for one year. My expectation Is that this wil go Into study and we wil not know
much until at least three months from now.

Jim
From:

Sent:

Griswold, Bruce (Mkt Affliate)
Friday, March 09, 2007 10:00 AM

1'0:

Portouw, Jim (Mkt Affliate)

eei
Subject:
Importance:

Kusters, Stacey (Mkt Affliate); Ellzeh, EdIson (Mkt Affliate)
FW: Three Mile Canyon Wind QF Power Purchase Agreements
High

Jim
The Threemile Canyon Wind Projects are continuing to progress. The have finalized their project size. They

have indicated that they are getting close to finalizing their interconnection agreements with Pac Trans for the
two projects. As you know there is a significant load pocket issue around these projects. Oregon standard
contracts do not provide for any curtailment rights in the PPA or price adjustments for transmission constraints
so merchant wil need to request transmission from BPA for the projects export in excess ofload. Below is a
revised description of the projects prepared by Threemile. Please put in a request to BPA for transmission so

we wil know if PTP transmission is even available, the financial impact, and schedule. Thanks.

two separate community wind projects Tbreemile
The Threemile Canyon Wind Fann ("Wind Farm") consist of

Canyon Wind I, LLC (TMCI) with 8.25 megawatts (MW) and Threemile Canyon Wind II, LLC ("TMCll" with
6.6 MWs. Both wil be l'efened to collectively as (The Projects).
The Projects
located
on the property
of of
Boardman,
Oregon. are
TMCI
and TMCII
wil consist
Threemile Canyon Farms ("Farm") about 8 miles west of

5 and 4 large-scale wind turbines respectively. They wil share a small collector substation, and a short
transmission line to an existing distribution line within the Farm boundary
for interconnection
to 9the
regional
MorIoW County,
in Sections 4,
and
10 ofT2N
electricity grid. of

these facilties wiUbe at the western edge of

R23E WM, Electric power wil be carried about 4 miles from the collector station to a location near
PaoifiCorp's Simtag substation via an overhead (above ground) three-phase distribution line at 34.5 kilovolts.

The Threemile Canyon site has an extensive electric transmission and distribution system. The property is
traversed by the multiple-line transmission corridor from the Columbia River and Lower Snake generation
facilties to west of

the Cascades, and the Boardman Generating Station adjacent to the project location.

Existing facilities enable electricity to be delivered to PacifiCorp or the Bonnevile Power Administration at
PacifiCorp's Dalreed Substation.
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Bruce Griswold
PaclflCorp C& T

503.813.5218
503.813.6260 FAX
503.702.1445 CELL

From:

Portuw, Jim

Sent:
To;

Thursday, November 16, 2006 7:36 AM
Griswold, Bruce; _C&T PreTransacton Approval

eei
subject:

RE: Three Mile Canyon Wind QF Power Purchase Agreements

Erb, Jeff

Transmission:
Major Issue with these projeots. Load pocket they are oonnecting to can not integrate this amount of energy.
They need to aoqulre transmission service to Portland area (similar to Mlddlefork OF) or some other PaciflCorp load area
that can Integrate the resource. If they connect to PacifiCorp system at Dalreed they would need PaclfiCorp Transmission
service to SPA at Dalreed 230 kV, then SPA transmission service to Troutdale 230 KV. Alternatively they could

Interconnect directly with BPA In the Dalreed area and avoid the PaclflCorp TransmIssion service. As proposed we would
need to acquire SPA transmission out of the Dalreed area for the surplus.

Griswold, Bruce
Tuesday, November 14, 2006 11:59 AM
_C&T PreTransactlon Approval
Erb, Jeff
Three Mile Canyon Wind QF Power purchase Agreements

From:

Sent:
To:

iCe:

Subject:

PacifiC01'P is considering the following two standard Oregon QF wind transactions with Three Mile Canyon,

LLC. Projects are physically located adjacent to each other.
10MW Project
. Buyer: PacifiCorp
. Seller: Three Mile Canyon, LLC

. POD: Dalread Substation in eastern Oregon - Project wil construct a 5 mile distribution Hne from
PacifiCorp's Simtag line to the project.
. Term: December 1,2007 through November 30,2027

. Product: Wind QF energy
. Quantity: Nameplate capacity of LO MW. Expected annual capacity factor of 32.4% and annual energy

delive1'es of28,400 MWh
. Price: Price is the Oregon Schedule 37 fixed price by year for on and off.peak. Levelized price over the

20 year term is approximately $63/MWh.
. RECs: Contract wil explicitly state that QF will retain ownership ofthe RECs per Oregon Commission

Order.
. Performance: Mechanical Availabilty Guarantee (MAG)

. Agreement: Oregon Standard QF PPA modified to include MAG
. Credit: Project development and default security to be calculated by credit. Momentum Renewable

Energy, Inc. ("Momentum") is the developer. John Deere Credit - Wind Energy ("Deere") wil be a
financial and equity partner in projects developed on the Farm. Deere will paricipate in both projects
as the lender. Deere will also paricipate in both projects as a tax-motivated equity pa1tner. The current
plan is for Deere to sell its equity interest to the general partners of the respective projects after: 1) the
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